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l i f t ' ^r~ 
Sn Mftssbauer Investigations of the ferromagnetleally 

diluted NlgMn^Bj^SnCB m Xl, V)ryand PdglfagV^&onEbusler-t 
•78teas have been performed and the results are reviewed and 
dlseussed|4B—thł* paper* It has been found that distributions 
of the transferred hyperflne magnetlo f ield as seen by a t in 
nuoleos are very sensitive for a type of the looal Magnetic 
interaction in these simple ferromagnets, especially when 
studied versus the sample temperature. This sensi t iv i ty allows 
to reach some conclusions about the coupling mechanism between 
localised manganese magnetic moments. Namely, It Is concluded 
that the interaction beyond the second neighbour shsl l Is prac¬ 
t i c a l l y irrelevant for the magnetio ordering process. This 
very faot means that the free electron approaoh to the cal¬ 
culation of exchange integrals oan not be applied for these 
particular systems, -i >„•*>- ;\ZV< i ( 

On the other hand, a somewhat detailed review of the kBs-
sbauer data evaluation Is given as It i s believed that raw 
data should be treated with the possible minimum number of ap¬ 
proximations to reach a rea l i s t i c description of the hyperfine 
parameters, especially f ield distribution, Ł seml-classlcal 
approach to the hyperflne Eamlltonian i s discussed thoroughly 
as this approaeh i s found to be very useful in a description 
of strongly interacting many-body systems. . 
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Dokonano krytycznego przegląda wyników otrzymanych za po-
nocą poniard** mOssbauerowsklch przy użyolu lzooopu Sn w 
ferromagnetyeznie rozcieńczonych stopach typu H»uslera 
Ni2lft»tB1_xSn(B • Tl, V) i P d g U n ^ ^ S n . Zostało stwierdzone, 
że w tych prostych ferromagnetyk* "»ri rozkłady pól nadsabtelnych 
indukowanyoh na Jądrach cyny zalezą silnie od typu lokalnego 
oddziaływania nagnetycznego, szczególnie gdy są badane w funk¬ 
cji temperatury próbki* Ta zależność pozwala wyciągnąć pewne 
wnioski o mechanizmie sprzężenia nagnetycznego pomiędzy zloka¬ 
lizowanymi momentami atomów manganu. Mianowicie, stwierdzono, 
że oddziaływanie poza drugimi sąsiadami praktycznie nie ma 
wpływu na proces porządkowania sie spinów. Fakt ten oznacza, 
że przybliżenie swobodnych elektronów ni* mole byó nżyte do 
szacowania całek wymiany w tych okładach. 

Poza tym, opisano dość szozegółowo opracowywanie danych 
mBBsbauerowskleh, Jako ie wydaje się, że traktowanie danych 
doświadczalnych z możliwie najmniejszą ilością przybliżeń Jest 
konieczne dla otrzymania wiarygodnych wartości parametrów nad-
BUbtelnycb, a w szczególnośoi rozkładu pola. Półklasyczne po¬ 
de Jśoie do hamiltonlanlu nadsubtelnego Jest OKÓWlone dokład¬ 
nie, Jako że to podejście Jest szczególnie ożyteozne przy o-
pisie silnie oddziaływujących układów wielu ciał. 



On a aooompli la revu* critiqua des résultats obtenus à 

l'aide des mesurages de MBssbauer en employant l'isotope Sn 

dana Ie8 alliages dilués ferromagnétiquement du type d'Heusler 

Nigîù^B^_^Sn (B - Ti, V) et PdgMi^_^Sn. On a constaté qaa 

dans oes simples ferromagnétiquea les distributions des champs 

hyperfina induits sur les noyaux de l'étain dépendent fort du 

type de la locale aotion mutuelle magnétique surtout quand 

elles sout sorutéea dana la fonction de la température de 1' 

échantillon. Cette dépendance permet de tirer certaines 

eoncluaiona du méoanisme du couplage magnétique entre les 

moments localisés des atomes du manganèse. On a done constats 

que l'action mutuelle hors de seconda voisins pratiquement 

* n'a aucune influence sur le proces de l'ordre des spins. Ce 

fait désigne que le rapprochement des électrons libres ne peut 

pas être employé a évaluer les intégrales d'échange dans ces 

systèmes. 

Outre cela on a déorit en détail l'élaboration des dates 

de MBssbauer puisqu'il semble que le traitement des dates 

expérimentales avec la moindre quantité des rapprochements 

(ai c'est possible) eat nécessaire pour obtenir les valeurs 

authentiques des paramètres hyperfins et avant tout la distri¬ 

bution du champ. L'approche semi-classique à l'Hamiltonian 

hyperfin est discutée précisément parce que cette approche est 

particulièrement utile en décrivant les systèmes de beaucoup de 

corps qui caractérisent par une action mutuelle, serrée. 
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Introduction 

The main aia of this paper is to review the present status 
119 of Sn lfflssbauer spectroseopy as applied to the ferroaagnet-

ically dilated Heusler-type systems. These systems (mostly 

manganese based) nay be regarded as sodel aaterials to stady 

the coupling aechanisa between rather localised 3d aagnetic ao-

•ents in the aetallio beharloor. The aaln question at issue is 

to aeasure the interaction distance between localised Moments 

as this distance Is strongly dependent upon the interaction 

•ecbanisa. It has been shown that the transferred field Histri-
119 

bution as seen by Sn Is quite sensitive for the interaction 

distance especially when studied in the diluted aystea versus 

saaple teaperature /I/. 

On the other band, a soaewhat detailed review of the MBs-

sbauer data description and evaluation is given in order to 

stress soae less explored possibilities of this quite matured 

branch of spectrosoopy and to expose the limits for some con-

aonly used approximations. 

The whole Chapter 1 Is devoted to the review of UBssbauer 

effect aethodology; In the section 1.1 the general expressions 

describing the transaitted beaa Intensity in teras of radiation 

density aatrix and eoaplex refraction index are Introduced /2/ 

and their approxlaation by the transalssion Integral aethod is 

discussed. The section 1.2 deals with a seal-classical approach 

to the hyperflne Haalltonian., as this approach is very useful 

In the description of UBssbauer spectra In the strongly inter¬ 

acting aany-body systeas. The discussion of isoaer shifts is 

only sketoned doe to the existence of particularly abundant 

literature in this topic /3,4/. The aethods for the calcu¬ 

lation of the spectra shape are dealt with In the seetlon 

1.3. The evaluation of spectra recorded In the external aagnet-



ic field is particularly thoroughly reviewed doe to tbe possi¬ 
bility of extraction values for all components of the vibra-
tional tensor from such data. Some attention is also paid to 
the intensities as observed in the conversion electron llBssbacer 
spectra as tbe latter contain some information about tbo elec¬ 
tronic wave-functions. The seotion 1.4 is devoted to the discus¬ 
sion of hyperfine field distribution, while the section 1.5 
gives some details about the complex spectra evaluation. The 
last section (1.6) is concerned with some aspects of relaxation 
phenomena being important for some restricted class of solids. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to tbe dlscnssion of major taras in the 
spin Hamiltonian (seotion 2.1) and thus main contributions to 
tbe hyperfine field. The section 2.2 Is conoerned with the trans-
ferred field, the latter being very Important In the investiga¬ 
tion of magnetism in solids. 

Chapter 3 is wholly devoted to the review of results as ob¬ 
tained for manganese based dilated Heusler-type systems. Tbe 
section 3.1 lntrodaoes to the main problems encountered in this 
topic, while the section 3.2 discusses relevant experimental 
information gained up to data. The last section 3,3 Is devoted 
to the review of models dealing with the thermodynamio proper¬ 
ties of Heoslers as seen by the UBssbaner effeot and the ap¬ 
plication of these models to the estimation of the interaction 
distance. 

Some kind of summary is given In the section entitled "Dis¬ 
cussion of Results and Conclusions". More detailed Information 
may be found in Appendices. Namely, Appendix X gives a detailed 
description of the UBssbauer data evaluation programme developed 
quite recently /5/. The reason to include this description here 
is Justified In our feeling by the quite unexpected worldwide 
demand for such a programme being observed after publishing an 
announcement about its availability. Appendix II describes 
some details ooncerned with sample preparation and experimental 
arrangements applied In Investigation of the Header alloys. 
Appendix III discusses some finer details of the tnermodynamlcal 
models outlined in the seotion 3.3 and we hope may be usefml to 
anybody trying to apply these models. 
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1. HYPERFIKE INTERACTIONS MEASURED BT A MOSSBAUER TECHNIQUE 

i.i. 

UBssbauer effect is usually observed scanning an absorber or 
target energy profile by energetically narrow beam of electromag¬ 
netic radiation emitted from a suitable radioactive source. Typi¬ 
cal photon energies are ranging from several keV to less than 
200 keV. The lover limit is set by electronic self-absorption 
in the source and availability of low lying nuclear states with 
sufficiently snail conversion coefficient. The upper Unit is 
due to a rapidly decreasing recollless fraction with the In¬ 
crease of a transition energy /6, 7/. Toe nuclear ground state 
is required to be stable or at least oeta-stable with a very 
long llfe-tise to provide sufficient concentration of the M5s-
sbauer Isotope in the absorber or target material. Inverse llfe-
tiues of excited states are falling mostly within the range be¬ 
ginning about hundred kHz and ending practically at several 
tens of GHz. Too broad lines produce shallow resonances, dif¬ 
ficult to record and practically no resolution could be achieved 
between hyperfine levels. On the other hand, too narrow levels 
are also difficult from the experimental point of view as spec¬ 
tra are significantly spread out by spurious Interactions very 
hard to be controlled /8 - 12/. Only recoilless emission and 
subsequent recollless absorption may usually be observed owing 
to the fact that phonon spectrum is broad /€/, An excited ifSs-
sbauer state in the source Is populated by a suitable radio¬ 
active decay from predecessor in the most of experiments. A pre¬ 
decessor life-time is required to be long enough to get reason¬ 
able statistics (usually more than one hour). However, too long 
life-times are not very convenient Casually, it should not exce¬ 
ed hundred years) due to the low count rate. 

Mentioned above energy scanning is provided applying a Doppler 
shift between source and absorber or target in almost all en-

11 



countered situations. Maxima velocities are ranging from sev¬ 
eral pm/s to less than 1 a/s. Therefore, only a first order 
Doppler effect is relevant. For aaziaua velocities being above 
1 aa/s electroaecbanical drives are used exclusively and usual¬ 
ly a source (having saall aass) Is aade to be movable. In a 
typical experiment velooity of tbe electromechanical drive Is 
changing linearly with tiae (and channel nunber In a data stor¬ 
ing systea) froa soae negative value to a positive value and 
back to the negative one in a single cycle. For high velocities 
(above 30 oa/s) a sinusoidal driving is still soaetiaes used. 
Velocity cycles are usually repeated with frequency ranging froa 
several BB to about hundred HE. TOO low frequencies are incon¬ 
venient as souroe shifts are significant In such cases causing 
strong fluctuations In a count rate. On the other band, too 
high frequencies are difficult to be handled by standard data 
storing systems (usually, a aulti-sealer mode is used due to 
its high stability and efficiency). It Is laportant also to keep 
rather well oolliaated beaa of radiation to avoid unwanted 
spread of velocities. 

Most of experiments are performed In a transmission geometry, 
i.e. a flat, homogeneous absorber is inserted in the beam and 
the signal Is recorded as lowering of the count rate at reso¬ 
nance. This geometry is simple to realise and corrections for 
the absorber thickness are relatively.easy to be calculated. 
It Is important to avoid as much as possible of the j-eradiated 
beam to reach detector. Standard gamma ray spectrometers are 
mostly used to deteot signal* The total count rate in the IflJs-
sbauer window is usually limited to about several 10 counts/s 
(depending upon total background) owing to the saturation 
effect in the amplifier and single channel analyser. 

The detection of conversion and/or Anger electrons from 
target surface in a back-scattering geometry ia getting now 
popular. This technique (CBfS) allows to study relatively thin 
layers (about hundred na) due to the typically low penetration 
depth of electrons ealtted after a UBssbauer absorption /13-15/. 
The target thickness effect is usually negligible In snob, an 
arrangement. 

12 



Por a transmission geometry the intensity J of a recollless, 
transmitted beam is most convenient to calculate using a density 
matrix formalism /2/. Namely, the intensity J satlsties the fol¬ 
lowing equation 

J m fs(>r exp(inkto)| exp (-in+ kt0)] (i.i) 
where fg stands for the reoollless fraction emitted from the 
source corrected for the detecting system background, i.e. 

fg • Xt0 with \m s/(b+s) (i.2) 
where f stands for the "true" recollless fraction, s is the 

o • 
intensity of the MSssbauer line and b devoribes background in¬ 
tensity} n is the complex refraction index of the absorber ma¬ 
terial ( 2 x 2 matrix), k stands for the photon wave-number, tft 
describes the absorber thickness and g(2 x 2 matrix) Is the 
density matrix of the lnoident radiation* We are dealing with 
a very narrow resonance absorption, and thus k » k0 where kQ 
may be calculated from the nuclear transition energy. It is alse 
oc&venient to use a dlmensionless absorber thickness t • k0*0« 

In the majority of experiments an unspllt, single line and 
thus unpolarlsed source is used. Therefore, the density matrix g 
has the form 

g - (1/2) il S(x) (i.3) 
where the symbol "II stands for' the unit operator. The function 
S(x) describes an energy profile of the beam for the specified 
Doppler shift v, hence x • w - v where w Is the ambient energy. 
This profile is required to be normalised as follows 

t S(x) - i (i.4) 

The expression (i.i) can be evaluated in a olose form only 
in a few cases /i6/. However, for t « l it oan be approximated 
as follows 

J w (i/Ł)fg S(w - T)TT£(1J • int)ii rf - ln+t)J (i.5) 
Neglecting all terms higher than linear in t, we have 



J * tB S(w -v) [l-tlmCnjj+nggiJto fsS(w-v)exp [-t 

« f_S(w-v)exp[-ta( w )H 
8 (i.6) 

where a(w) stands for the absorber energy profile (dimension-
less). 

The last eqaatlon (i.6) Is an exact expression to all orders 
for a completely random absorber, but for oriented material (e.g. 
single crystal) or exposed to the external magnetic field it is 
satisfactory only as a first order approximation. This phenome¬ 
non is due to the fact that polarisation remains unchanged pas¬ 
sing the beam through an isotropic (randomly oriented) medium. 

It is now very easy to calculate the spectrum P(v) as seen 
by detector /IT, 16/. It has the form 

P(v) » B(V) [ 1 - fg + fs d̂w S(w-v)exp {-t a(w)}] (1.7) fg 
— 00 

The Integration over ambient energy w and summation of recollless 
and recoil fractions are due to the low energy resolution of the 
detector. The parameter t (defined above dimenslonless absorber 
thickness) is convenient to calculate in the following way in 
the present context 

t - (N/A) nA n j S o fA d (1.8) 

where N is Avogadro number, nA the fraction of UBssbauer element 
in molecule, n. USssbauer isotope abundance, 6* resonant cross-
section for absorption, fA absorber recoilless fraction and d 
absorber mass per unit area; X stands for the weighed average 
atomic mass of absorber material, i.e. 

I « L *± Aj ; L wt « 1 (1.9) 

where A£ is the atomic mass of i-th element and w4 stands for 
its atomic abundance. 

The function B(v) includes all corrections for the departure 
of the baseline from flatness due to the source vibrations. Is 
a typical experimental set-up having linear velocity scale with 
zero velocity close to the centre of the spectrum the function 
B(v) can be well approximated by the following polynomial /5/ 



BCv) . Bo [ł • £ a. (- 2-- )J"j (1#l0) 
0 L J-i J aax vnin _l 

The factor Bo describes a flat distribution while the a. coef¬ 
ficients are responsible for any deviation froa this. It has 
been found that • • 5 is sufficient to describe typical spectra. 

Por a very thin absorber with t<€l the expression (l.T) nay 
be farther simplified expanding exp ^-t • (*)\ and talcing 
Into account only a linear tera 1 - ta(w). In such a case we 
have 

P(y)« [ B C V V B J {B^ - Bofgt \im S(w - r) a (» )} (1.11) of g 
-co 

The last expression aay be used particularly for conversion 
electron MOssbaaer spectra, but the second tera aast be added 
to the first In plaoe of being subtracted (the aeanlng of para-
aeter t is rather unclear in such a situation). 

We Hill return to the farther dlsoasslon of the spectrua 
shape (functions S(w - •) and a(w)) after considering hyper-
fine Haailtonlahs. 

1.2. .Seaii-classica]._Agproąch_to_thę_Hygerfine_gąailtonlan 
Hyperfine interactions may be quite generally defined as 

Interactions of the nucleus being in a well defined quantua 
state (stable or aeta-atable) with the surrounding aediua. These 
interactions are, of course, aostly electroaagnetic in origin. 
Nuclear electronagnetlc charge and current are confined in a 
very snail volume as coapared to the Interaction voluae with 
the nediua. Therefore, the aultipoleexpansion of the nuclear 
part is comaonly used In calculations doe to its rapid con¬ 
vergence. On the other hand, hyperfine interactions are aany 
orders of aagnltude weaker than internal, nuclear interactions 
except soae exotic natter like deeper layers of a neutron star 
crust /19/, Thus, the nucleus aay be treated as a rigid body 
with well defined squared angular aoaentua, but not necessarily 
its third component* The parity of a nuclear state is also well 



defined as the Weinberg-Salam tern / 2 0 / in the nuclear Lagran-
gian i s negligible at nuclear energies we are interested In. 
Therefore, the following multipoles are non-vanishing in the 
standard expansion: even electric multipoles and odd magnetic 
•n l t ipoles . The Interaction energy fa l l s very rapidly with the 
increasing rank of multipole tensor and doe to the Halted re¬ 
solution of MBssbauer effect caused by the f inite l ife-time of 
the excited state higher multipoles than Ml and £2, respective¬ 
l y , are non-observable. 

The extra-nuclear part of the hyperfine HaniItonian can not 
be described in a general way applicable to a l l encountered 
cases mostly for the practical reasons, as the dimensionality 
of the general Hamilton!an seems to be too large to be con¬ 
veniently handled by the computer system. 

However, *e may use the so called s e a l - c l a s s i c 1 HaniItonian 
in the majority of encountered situations leaving remaining 
cases to the special treatment where the use of particular 
symmetries and limitations on the nuclear spin value allows to 
reduce significantly dimensionality of the problem being 
considered. We define semi - classical approximation as 
the approximation where the operators describing extra-
nuclear part of interaction are replaced by the expecta¬ 
tion values. In such a case states of the excited nuoleus are 
orthogonal to the hyperfine states cf the nucleus being in the 
ground nuclear state and the dimensionality i s defined by the 
nuclear spin i t s e l f . For experimentally relevant llSssbauer 
states these spins never exceed 9/2 value and therefore dimen¬ 
sions of the operators are not bigger than 10 x 10 / 5 / . 

Nuclear e lectr ic monopole interacts with the extra-nuclear 
charge density (mostly s electrons) within the nuclear volume 
and the energy shift of the nuclear level as compared with the 
level of bare nucleus i s proportional to the charge radius of 
nucleus times extra-nuolear charge density. This Interaction 
i s scalttr and therefore no spl i t t ing Is produced /* / • These 
shif ts are different for excited and ground s tate , respective¬ 
l y , da* to different nuclear radii . Thus, the transition 



energy is modified and these Modifications are usually not the 
saae for source and absorber owing to the different a electron 
densities. The phenomenon is observed as shift of the spectrtus 
centre from the zero Telocity and called an isoaer shift. It 
allows to seasare s electron density changes within the nucleus 
as compared to some material taken as standard /*/. The changes 
in a electron density influence also internal conversion coef¬ 
ficient and subsequently linewidth but the latter phenomena are 
very subtle and diffioult to be measured with precision /2l,22/. 

It should be pointed out that the total shift of the spectruwi 
centre is caused by the isomer shift and higher order (mostly 
second order) Doppler shift due to the UBssbauer atom vibrations 
in a crystalline lattice /7/. The first order Doppler effect is 
averaged out, because vibrational frequencies are large com¬ 
pared with typical hyperfine frequencies and Inverse nuclear 
life-time, but the nean square velocity of the vibrating atom 
is non-vanishing even at zero temperature. It causes lowering 
of the average photon energy. If these shifts are different for 
source and absorber (due to different temperatures and/or lat¬ 
tice rigidities) their difference is directly observable. 

The semi-classical approach to the monopole interaction is 
always valid except situations where the electron hoping occurs 
at the time soale comparable to the nuolear life-time /23/« 

The electric quadrupole moment interacts with the extra-
nuclear electric field gradient, the latter being a second rank 
tensor in a three dimensional space, symmetric and traceless; 
thus having five independent components /24 - 27/. The inter¬ 
action Hamlltonlan could be written as follows /28/ 

^j Vti Llili + ijli - §• SAj1! J(J+1)1 (1.12) 

being a fully symmetric quadratic form. The symbol e stands 
for the positive elementary charge, Q is the nuolear quadrupole 
moment, J stands for the nuclear spin, V ^ are tenser compo¬ 
nents with i,J • 1, 2, 3 and I1, t, stand for the spin pre-



Jection operators on tbe i and j axes, respectively (in a flat 
space with orthogonal coordinate system). Tensor components 
V.., are calculated at nucleus In the following'way 

where V stands for the scalar potential (electrostatic) at the 
nucleus site (see figure 1)« 

In tbe most of cases average values of the tensor components 
remain constant during nuclear life-tine and/or inverse hyper-
fine frequency (except probably for some polymeric liquids 

In such a case it is praotical to use a principal coordinate 
system for Hamiltonian. Tbe electric field gradient has only 
two independent components In this system being traceless and 
diagonal; remaining three components are used to define Buler 
angles needed to rotate old, arbitrary system onto new, prin¬ 
cipal one as illustrated in figure 1. 
It is customary to define z-axls along tbe oomponent having 
the biggest absolute value and x-axis along the oomponent 
having tbe smallest absolute value. The following two para¬ 
meters are usually used to describe remaining two tensor com¬ 
ponents: Vaa and ^ * (Vxx - V y y)/V M where O < ą < i. 

The interaction Hamiltonian reads now as follows /5, 30/ 
HQ - Ao toil - i J(j+i) + ^ (I* - |J)3 (1.14) 

where Ao . eQVM/C4J(2J - 1)3. 
The notation used above is particularly useful for ^ • 0 

(axial symmetry; at least trigonal or tetragonal axis on the 
MOssbauer nucleus) as Hamiltonian is diagonal in such a ease 
in the eigenstates of the operator I . For a spherical or oubic 
symmetry quadrupole interaction vanishes. 

It should be noted that the degeneracy is never completely 
removed for odd spins and therefore nuclear spis must be bigger 
than 1/2 to see any Interaction. It has to be observed als* 
that the quadrupole interaction does not produce any shift of 
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rig. 1. The Baler angles needed to rotate arbitrary ooordinate 

system tVy'»'3«*to principal coordinate systesi CacysJ. 

The electrlo field gradient is a seoond order tensor 

and therefore 04«.<Tf!, 0<:fi<Tt/2, 0 < U'<'K. The tn-

eleos seeing an eleetrio field gradient is located at 

ooasion origin of both systeas. 

nuclear level (only splitting) as the electric field gradient 
tensor is traeeless. 

The calculation of an eleetrio field gradient tensor fro* 
the first principles is usually an impossible task as to *-
ohieve it we have to know the soalar potential 

g(5)/x (1.15) 

in the Tlcinlty of a nucleoe; 80stands for the vaouna dielec¬ 

tric oonstant and g(I) is a total charge density. The charge 

density g(I) can not be, of oourse, easily oaloolated ezoept 

the simplest sltaatlons. Therefore, usually soae senl-esiplrlcal 

rules are used. It is oustoaary to divide oentributions to 



electric field gradient into two parts /3i/. The first one cal-
ied lattice contribntion is ooaing froa the neighbouring ions 
and in the simplest approximation is calculated using point-
charges. In fact, to be fully correct, the gradient should be 
calculated for each "instantaneous" charge distribution and 
later properly averaged orer tine /32/ except for the ground 
state of the systea under consideration. It must be aultlplied 
by sone correction factor 1- p» where f» is called a. Stern-
helaer's antishieldlng faotor /3l/ being responsible for the 
polarisation of the lUssbauer atoa inner shells by the sur¬ 
rounding Ions and thus having a fixed value for the given 
chealcal state of the MoBsbauer atoa. The second contribution 
is due to the valence and/or oonduotion electrons (soaetines, 
the contribution froa the partly filled inner shell, e.g. 4f 
shell Is very iaportanOand it also should be multiplied by Its 
correction factor 1 - RQ /33, 34/ where HQ plays the sane role 
as £.. 

It aust be strongly stressed, that these two tensors aust 
be added before dlagonaltsation, I.e. going to the principal 
axes systea except the situation where the prlnoipal axes 
systea Is coaaon for both of thea. Therefore, the foraulae 
(19) and (20) as given by Sawlcka /3l/ seea to be not coaple-
tely correct except probably for soae siaple aetals (formula 
(20) is valid only in the principal axes systea being a priori 
generally unknown). 

More details about an electric field gradient In various 
solids aay be found In the abundant literature /3/. 

The aagnetie dipole interaction occurs between nuolear 
magnetic aoaent (for non-zero nuclear spin) and aagnetlo ao~ 
aents of the surrounding aediua and/or external applied aag¬ 
netlo field. The extra~nuclear part of Interaction aay be re¬ 
placed by soae phenoaenologlcal effeotive field In two quite 
commonly encountered oases; if fluctuations In the extra-nu¬ 
clear enseable oocur at a tiae seal* auch shorter than the 
Inverse hyperfine frequency and/or inverse nuclear life-time; 
if coupling within aentloned above enseable is auch stronger 
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than coupling to the nucleus and the ensemble is big enoogb to 

be approximated classically (for more details see sections 1.6 

and 2*1). In such a case all partial fields nay be added as 

vectors and coupled later to the nuoleus under consideration 

(semi-classical approach). It we choose a principal coordinate 

systea of the electric field gradient' to be used in the de¬ 

scription of the aagnetio interaction a aagnetlo Hamiltonlan 

has the fora /5, 30/ 

^ » -a0C lz oos9 + (Ix cos 4 + iy sin 4) sin©!] (i.16) 

where aQ « g /%H| g being nuclear giroaagnetio factor, ,uN nu¬ 

clear aagneton and H an effective field. The polar and aziaathal 

angles 8 and 0, respectively, are shown In "igure 2. For an 

axially symmetric electric field gradient it is practical to 

Pig. 2. The effective magnetic field vector in the principal 

coordinate systea of an eleotric field gradient. Dae' 

to the fact that the eleotric field gradient is a sec¬ 

ond order tensor angles 0 and 4 a r e defined as follows 
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use /J a o as all matrix elements of the nanlltonian H^ are real 
in such a case. In the absence of quadrupole interaction 
Q a (p a o should be used to get a diagonal Hani It oni an iL. 

The more detailed discussion of the hyperflne field compo¬ 
nents is provided in the section 2.1. 

The total hyperflne Baniltonian in the seai-classioal ap¬ 
proximation is obtained adding H^, §« as given by formala 
(1.14) and a scalar term. This Hani1tonian depends opon the 
following extra-nuclear parameters: H, Vzz, *[ , Q , <p and 
shift. The solution is not always unique in the mentioned above 
parameters /35 - 37/ especially for comparable and non coaxial 
dipole and quadrupole interactions, but the knowledge of tbe 
local symmetry allows to choose tbe proper solution. 

1.3. Calculation of the Spegtrum^Shape 

We have to consider functions S(w-v) and «Xw ) more detaily 
in order to calculate a spectrum shape (in the semi-classical 
approximation). In the most of experiments we use single line, 
unpolarised souroe containing only traces of the UOssbauer 
isotope in tbe ground state. In such a case 

S(w - v) . (r/2ir ) [(w - v ) 2 + ( r/2)2]"1 (1.17) 

where ?• stands for the natural linewidth of the excited level. 
In practice, the parameter P must be established for each 
source independently as it is usually somewhat bigger than 
inverse nuclear life-time due to the following reasons: 
1) spurious hyperflne interactions, 2) resonant self-absorption 
for some sources /38/ and 3) homogeneous broadening at finite 
temperature owing to the second order Doppler shift /12/ and 
probably some fundamental properties of the space-time (the 
latter occurs even at zero temperature but, is surely unobserv-
able at presently achleveable resolutions) /39/. The last 
point is valid only for Tery narrow resonances, and the first 
one is not relevant for broad lines. 
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The absorber (or CMS target) profile a( « ) may be regarded 
now as normalised sum of Lorentzlan-like functions 

where 
« i 

The index J exonerates all significantly different hyperfine' 

sites, while indices e and g stand for the excited and ground 

state nyperfine levels, respectively. The symbol B*e_ stands 

for the energy shift of the line jeg as Measured relative to 

the energy of the transition In the source and P̂  for the 

half-width of the absorber or CMS target (analogous to the 

source half-width P). The parameter ^0 is due to the inter¬ 

ference between internal conversion and photoeffeot in the 

decay of the excited state within the absorber (or CMS target) 

where the photoeffeot amplitude may be regarded as energy in¬ 

dependent In the range covered by the width of MBssbauer spec¬ 

trum /40, 41/. Generally, the parameter | 0 •
a7 »• dependent 

upon Je indices in a similar way as CMS intensities (see 

below) but this effect being extremely small in typical sit¬ 

uations may be safely neglected* 

It should be strongly stressed that the formula (1.18) may 

be ased only in the transmission geometry or OEMS as for the 

resonant scattering of MBssbauer photons we may expect many 

interference phenomena, I.e. between photons scattered from 

different e levels /42t 43/. Por CMS there is no mentioned 

above interference, however the relative Intensities may be 

sometimes modified (see below) as oompared to the intensities 

in the transmission speotrum. 

In order to caloulate the full spectrum P(v) the formula 

(1.7) should be used. However, for very thin absorber or split-

ted source and single line absorber we may us* the ap¬ 

proximation (1.11), In suoh a oase we have for small %„ 



[B(V)/BO] {*0 - Bof8t [ r a / ( p • p.a [(r+r a)/2]2 

Jeg 
+ (v - B )2l"11 

"* (1.20) 
The last approximation is called a Lorentzian approximation for 
brevity. Usually 

\or - B o V [ra/< ? *r.)] (1.21) 
and 

r Lor 
are used as pbenoaenologlcal parameters in such an approximation. 
The parameter % Lor plays the role of the previous | 0 . The 
Lorentzian approximation may be UBed sometimes for well re¬ 
solved or single line spectra; it is used also for CEUS with 
modifications mentioned in the section 1.1. 

Tbe next step is to calculate Intensities C^ and energies 
E, . We will omit index J in the further discussion to keep 
more concise expressions. The energies B._ are obtained as dif-
ferences between eigenvalues of the non-scalar parts of the 
excited and ground state Haailtonians and the total shift S 
(relative to tbe source) should be added. Hence /5/ 

Eeg* Be - Eg + S (i.iW) 
where Be stands for the excited and B for the ground state 
eigenvalue, respectively. 

Transition amplitudes between g and e levels are usually 
calculated using a aultipole expansion, because wave-length of 
a typical MBssbauer photon is large compared to the nuclear 
dimensions. It is enough to take into account only dipolar and 
quadrupolar transitions. Uonopole transitions are absent as we 
may safely neglect multi-particle radiative channels. It is 
also possible to assume that the parity is strictly conserved 
due to the smallness of the Weinberg-Salam term /20/. In such 
a case a relative reoollless transition amplitudę in the 
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direction defined by tbe polar and azimuthal angles fi> and r , 

respectively (in any coordinate system, e.g. principal electric 

field gradient system) with tbe polarisation angle <* (see 

figure i; O< <*<2it, 0<:(i<Tt, 0<f<2Tr) nay be described as 

follows (for an unpolarised bean noring in tbe direction de¬ 

fined by ft and f ) /5/ 

t\ £ <Jf-fi
 f) j S t ̂ i 1 -»iM! Jf"f> 

[uj 

(1.23) 

j Jt - Jf|} f a - J 
Practically all terns with 1>2 are negligible. For a transi¬ 

tion without parity change p • 0, for one with parity change 

p » 1. The term (1^1/ IAJ ) e 1 ^ " ^ is the relative reduced 

nuclear matrix element (it is always real for UBssbauer transi¬ 

tions as they are invariant under tine reversal)and the func¬ 

tion lg(<*^)! describes the recoilless fraction in tbe ( 

direction. The Clebscb-Gordan coefficients are defined in the 
same way as in reference /3/« Tbe rotation natriz elements are 
defined in the usual way /44/ 

, lko; 1 IMr 
^ ) e (1.24) 

and therefore angles (*C>y) are used to rotate a gaana bean onto 

the quantisation axis (being a s-axis of the principal electrio 

field gradient system, i.e. parallel to the V%% direction). For 

J0 ̂  J . e • f, and for J0 < J , g • t» The synbols ^njl i> 

and ^f"^I f> stand for the appropriate Hanlltonian eigen-



vector coefficients, i.e. it is used the most convenient ex¬ 

pansion into states ! Ja> . 

In the most of experiments temperature is high enough to 

equalise population of hyperfine levels. Therefore, relative 

intensities in a transmission geometry are calculated as 

squares of the appropriate amplitudes properly intergrated 

over directions. For a perfectly ordered sample, i.e. single 

crystal tbe integration is performed over the angle ot as we are 

dealing with unpolarised radiation. For a completely random 

sample integration must be performed over all directions as 

follows 

W W 8in^ ht^X^ Aif(*K > (1.25) 
o o 

Cif G \ 
o o 

where tbe following relationship is valid 

W slnF °k X 
0 * » 

(21 + I)"
1 S \ % , £ ,01 , , 

11 kk MM 1|M| 

W 
0 

as tbe function g(<*̂ >̂ ~) does not depend on the angle 4 , can 

be defined as real and non-negative and always satisfies the 

equation g (Ckf̂  • 8 ('Tr~C>» f + *W )i *•«• 1« invariant under 

the operation P (all possible nirror reflections). It is prac¬ 

tical to remove an lsotropic part of "the recoilless fraction 

from the relative intensities and redefine parameters ^jjjii 

in the following way / 5 / 

where the parameters gjiwi ^ 1 in the presence of an anisotro¬ 

py is the recoilless fraction /45/ and/or any texture in the 

a ample„ 

Finally, relative intensities for a randonly oriented «a— 

terial are expressed as follows (neglecting irrelevant oon-

stant factors) 

Clf - TZ C ai«>("0 ajf (1M) (1.28) 
ir 1 - L u -if if 



w be re 

aif 

1.29) 

(B. - mj • U a const) 

Note, that an equivalent formula as given by Toaala (formula 

(2.5) of reference /46/)seems to be incorrect as it is incon¬ 

sistent with the orthogonality of rotation operators. 

It nay be seen immediately from equations (1.23) and (1.29) 

that the sign of a magnetic field can not be measured directly 

( Invarlance under time reversal). However, this parameter 

could be measured in aone cases applying an external field 

(for more details see section 2.1). A single crystal and 

polarised beam is needed to obtain all five parameters of an 

electric field gradient (in the coordinate system of the beam). 

The use of onpolarlsed beaa (the vector U in the form as given 

by the formula (1.23)) does not allow to determine the angle a. 

Only two parameters V and ^ could be measured for a random 

sacple. In the case of commonly encountered transitions J" *- J 

the parameters V*zs and i£ could be separated for random sample 

only In the presence of a magnetic field (internal or external). 

It is also difficult to, find out the sign of Vzl in the men¬ 

tioned above transition for non-magnetic random sample having 

an isotropic recollless fraction. For this sample being used 

as an absorber or OEMS target only the application of an ex¬ 

ternal field is helpful (see figure 3). If the sample is used 

as a source and the excited Mflssbauer state has spin of 3/2 

value and Is populated from the precursor state having spin 

greater than 3/2 use of the very low temperature may be helpful 

as the lowest level in the precursor will be more populated. 

It has been quite recently proposed to use a combination of 

the differential perturbed angular correlation and Mflssbauer 

technique /47, 48/ to get an Information about the V sign 

for the sources mentioned above. However, the validity of this 

method has been questioned /28, 49, 50/ for the following 
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Pig. 3. An example of use of the external field parallel to the 
119 bean in order to determine a sign of V. _ for Sn zz 

MOssbauer transition. The source is assumed to be a 
single line Ca SnO, depleted in Sn content and 
being kept outside the field. The absorber containing 
Sn + is assumed to be completely random, diamagnetic 
and being kept in tbe temperature high enough to equal¬ 
ise population of the ground levels. A transmission 
integral approximation was used with tbe following pa-
rameters: fg » 0.3, t » 1.0, \kQ\ • O.iT on s" , n » 
« 0.4, V m r > 0.323 mm s"1, total shift S equals 

—i 3 ma a , an external field is assumed to be 10 T. The 
baseline has been assumed to be flat and tbe following 
angular resolution was used: 3.6° for tbe polar angle 
and 18 for the azimuthal one (see text). It is apparent 
that tbe spectrum with V > 0 is different from tbe 
spectrum with V_z< 0, 

reasons: 1) counting of the preceding particle (preceding MBs-
sbauer transition) in the delayed coincidence with tbe UBssbauer 
photon (pas8ing a single line absorber) at a fixed angle between 
them involves only a scalar being proportional to £, • E 2 where 
E^ and JL stand for the appropriate wave vectors; 2) no scalar 
can reduce symmetry to allow to get additional information 
about a tensor or vector* In other words, it seems unlikely 
that the principal coordinate system of an electric field 
gradient coincides with the principal coordinate system of the 
first particle (this assumption is made implicitly in the men¬ 
tioned above proposal M l / ) , 

Now, we would like to discuss a very important case of a 
perfectly random sample in tbe homogeneous external field. It 
is assumed that tbe sample is completely isotropic on the 
macroscopic scale both along tbe field direction and perpen¬ 
dicular to it. It is further assumed that the grain size is 
small compared to the thickness of the layer, which can be 
treated within the Lorentzian approximation and that these 



grains are randomly oriented. we assume also that the beam is 
parallel or antiparallel to the field C P> • © and £• 0) and 
all internal fields are saturated, i . e . rotated onto an exter¬ 
nal field. The sample is also thin enough to justify a trans¬ 
mission Integral or Lorentzian approximation. In such a case, 
the absorber (or CEMS target) profile 5( « ) or equivalent 
Lorentzian profile is calculated as follows 

a ( « ) « 4 ^ ^ sin£ e ( > , ^ ] g 2 ( ^ ) j 
i o * » • (1.30) 

4 y^ y>> ain^g2 ( ^ ) - 1 
0 0 

where a[ *t̂ >Y] is a partial profile calculated without ani-
sotropy of the recoilless fraction being Included and g 

stands for the angular dependence of the recoilless fraction 
(see also figure 2 for the range of angles). The integral 
(1.30) is usually approximated by the sua 

where 

k-i 1-i 
and 

2 E[« 

We used the following ranges 0<r̂ >̂ Ttt , 0<^<2tr in the ex¬ 
isting programme / 5 i / (no factor four in the expression (1.30) 
and expressions (1.33) multiplied by two) to be prepared for 
the eventual treatment of the polarised beam and additional 
arbitrary vectors (fields). 

The anisotropy of the reoollless fraction may be treated 
in a haraonic approxiaatlon for the majority of experimental 
situations* In such a case the function g.(\bf) bas the form 

- exp[-(AQ1 • BQ2)] (1.34) 
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A • Z - I and B a Y - I (1.35) 

The symbols I, Y, Z have the sane meaning as In the original 
paper by Kary agin /45/ (Z > Y ̂ 1 ̂  0). 

and 

Q, m fcosfc sin\*> s i n * - sin^cos(<r-r) cosft' s in*'* 

The parameters A, B, <* , ft> and r are the components of the second 
rank and order tensor with a trace being directly related to 
the recollless fraction. This tensor describes completely an 
anlsotropy of the reoollless fraction in the harmonic approxi¬ 
mation and the angles (<*.'̂>'<f) are needed to rotate its principal 
system onto the principal system, of an electric field gradient. 
These angles are defined in the range [o, ̂ ] due to the fact 
that both tensors are of the second order (see figure 1). 

For the case with axially symmetric electric field gradient 
( « » 0) the angle ^' can not be determined and <ii and <J2 must 
be averaged over ^'setting f• 0. Hence 

^ C ^ g] (1.38) 

where 

Hj . oos2p> cos2p»' + (1/2) ain2p> sin2j?>' (1.39) 

and 

(1.40) 

In the absence of the e lectr ic field gradient H, and B, 
must be averaged over \i» and <*' setting & » 0. This operation 
leads to a constant g a const. 



We want to comment finally, that an application of an ex¬ 
ternal field allows to measure in principle all components of 
the defined above tensor (having non-axial quadrupole inter¬ 
action). For a powder sample without an external field only 
four parameters could be measured in the most favourable con¬ 
ditions, i.e. four parameters g*|wi for a mixed dipolar - qua-
drupolar transition, two for quadrupolar transition and only 
one for dipolar transition. 

We will discuss the calculation of the relative intensities 
for CEUS as the last point in this section. The emission of an 
conversion-like or Auger-like electron (we are not considering 
multi-particle emission as its probability is too low) may be 
regarded as a two step incoherent process (emitted particle is 
different from the absorbed one). Therefore, the relative in¬ 
tensities may be expressed as follows (for a single line, un-
polarised source) 

where CA_ stands for the relative probability of recoilless eg 
excitation from the hyperflne level g (ground nuclear state) 
to the hyperfine level e (excited nuclear state). The factors 
C „ are calculated in the same way as for absorption spectra. 
Terms b , stand for the relative probabilities of transition 
from the state e to the state g' (ground state). The summation 
is performed over all g* states and recoil and recoilless frac¬ 
tion as the energy resolution of the electron detector is never 
good enough to distinguish between them. There is no inter¬ 
ference between excitation and decay processes as different 
kind of particles are involved, respectively (photon and elec¬ 
tron). Terms b . are calculated usually as for a randomly 
oriented sample as the electron of the energy typioal for a 
UBssbauer transition (taking into account approximate binding 
energy) enters an lsotropic diffusion immediately after being 
emitted /14/. Therefore 
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wnere 

a (IM)*'2-1 ^i"il4>* <*,•,! f> 
*i*f 
(•f - •1 - M - const) (1.43) 

1 and f Indices having tbe saae meaning as In the expression 

(1.29), Monopole transitions say be neglected for tbe following 

reasons: 1) single particle MO transitions are forbidden as far 

as Veinberg-Salaa tern is neglected doe to Its smallness /20/, 

2) BO transitions are «eak as no electromagnetic field exists 

outside nuclear volume and additionally no MBssbaaer transitions 

are known between nuclear states baring the saae spins. Qm^iM 

describe a relatlTe probability of an electron emission in tbe 

nuclear transition with 1M quantum nuabers (in fact effective 

as seen by detector). It is assayed that nuclear and electronic 

states are orthogonal eaoh other (seal-classical approximation). 

It is practical to define Q,_ in the following way 

Q1MQ1M " I1 "• *iga (M> qlMl» •1«n(0> " 1 (1.44) 

where q10 a 0 for dipolar and nixed dlpolar-quadrupolar tran¬ 

sitions and q2Q • 0 for qaadrapolar transitions (q1M are not 

defined in such a oase). q1M are real ntmbers satisfying al¬ 

ways tbe following condition sign (M) qlu^-i. For purely s 

electrons we aay expect q.w a o- M» Usually, the paraaeters 

q.y are close te zero and CSMS intensities are alaost the saae 

as intensities in the absorption spectrua. However, we aay 

expect non-negligible effect counting conversion electrons 

emitted froa the outer shells of ions having a strong core 

polarisation /52 - 54/ (see figure 4). The use of high quality 

beta apectroaeter is essential in such a case. 

All nuclear parameters needed to evaluate Mlssbauer spectrua 

are listed in Table I. 
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Fig. 4 OEMS spectra simulated for a randomly oriented iron-
foil. The source has been assumed to be Co(Cr)« The 
first spectrum is calculated for is conversion electrons 
(all q 1 M » 0) and the second one for 4S shell (q11 * 
ql-i " -°« 3 0 0 6 

Table,I Nuclear parameters needed to evalnate a Mdssbauer 
spectrua 

A. Paraaeters directly involved in the spectrtta 
calculation 

Paraaeter Comments 

• i 

5 

Llnewidth. Usually it is strongly 
influenced by spurious interactions. 

*./•. g 

J (2J.-1) 

Parity of a transition* It is essential¬ 
ly needed only for anisotropio aateriali 
and polarised beaa. 

Seduced nuclear aatrix element. Its 
sign is Irrelevant for lsotropio saaplea 

Spins Involved in the transition (for 
excited state, ground state, and eleo-
troaagnetlo field). Sooetiaes aore in-
foraatlon about the predecessor is »e«de 

Giromagnetic factor ratio* It is de 
fined only for J e X > and J > 0 « It 
alght be slightly aaterlal dependent 
due to the hyperfine anoaaly /56/, i.e. 
Inhoaogenelty of the local field within 
the nuclear volume. 

»eded.| 

i 

i i 

Quadrupole aoaent ratio* It is defined 
only for Je > y and J > ^, 

Interference factor. It is in fact an 
atoaic parameter, but being usually 
saall it aay be taken as constant for 
a given transition. 
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B. Some nuclear parameters indirectly involved in the 
description of a spectrum 

Parameter 

AR/R 

.1 tot 

Abundance 

Comments 

The change in a nuclear charge radius 
during transition. It is needed to evaluate 
electron density from isomer shift data. 

Conversion coefficient* It is partly an 
atomic parameter and thus it slightly 
changes from one material tp another. 

Energy of a nuclear transition. 

Isotopic abundance of the particular 
UOssbauer isotope* 

Ground state giromagnetlc factor (for 
J • 0 this should be g ). j 

o j 

Ground state quadrupole moment (for 
this should be Q e ) . 

< 

Sone parameters as concerned with the predecessor and decay 
scheme are usually also needed. 

i.4. 
Spectruji_Shape 

It happens very often that the hyperfine interaction occurs 
to be not the same for all MOssbauer atoms and on the other 
hand the differences in the Interaction strength are too small 
(at least within some group of sites) to allow for separation 
of different sites* This phenomenon is particularly strong for 
materials having some kind of disorder. In such a case we have 



sone distribution of parameters responsible mostly for the 

non-nuclear part of interaction and tbis very distribution 

influences a spectrum shape. It has been found that the hyper-

fine magnetic field is usually the most variable parameter 

especially in a case where it is mostly due to a transferred 

field (see Chapter 2). The latter phenomenon could be explained 

by the fact that transferred field is usually highly sensitive 

for the magnetic neighbour configuration. It is usually impos¬ 

sible to calculate mentioned above distribution from the first 

principles and it nust be extracted from the experimental 

MOssbauer spectrum itself. There is quite abundant literature 

dealing with this problem /5T - 62/ and many phenomenological 

methods were developed to treat such spectra. Several of them 

•ere found to be general enough (i.e. non-restricted to spe¬ 

cialised cases) to be widely nsed (also due to their numerical 

simplicity). The first one proposed originally by Window /57/ 

and existing now in several almost equivalent versions /bl,58/ 

uses an expansion of the unknown distribution into the Fourier 

series; the coefficients of the latter being extracted from 

the experimental data. It has been used up to date only in the 

Lorentzian approximation /63/ but it could be developed also 

for a transmission integral case. However, it has two signi¬ 

ficant drawbacks. Naaely, it is hardly applicable to non-

diagonal Hamiltonlans (even non purely magnetic) and it can 

not deal with narrow distributionsbelng important In the e-

valuatlon of local theroodynaaical properties. On the other 

hand, this method is very efficient for broad distributions, 

but these are difficult to be treated further. 

There are several methods, where the unknown distribution 

Is approximated by some simple analytical function having free 

parameters /60, 64 - 66/. These approaches being quite useful 

tor specialised cases lack generality, involve usually quite 

arbitrary parameters and are not aathematically elegant. On 

the other hand, they suffer usually fron enormous difficulties 

for non-diagonal HaniItonians(even for non purely magnetic). 
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The last method we would like to mention here Is the nethod 
originally proposed by Cti zek. and Berger /62/, It uses an ex¬ 
pansion of the distribution into moments and therefore is very 
general in principle. It has been applied op to date only for 
distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields but It could be devel¬ 
oped easy for any distribution even having more than one dimen¬ 
sion. It is particularly useful for transmission Integral ap¬ 
proach (but it works equally well in a Lorentzlan approximation) 
and narrow distributions being of great Interest as mentioned 
above. However, surprisingly, it has been found to deal rela¬ 
tively well with rather broad distributions, but in the latter 
case the interpretation of the moments obtained seems to be at 
least ambigous. This method has been adopted also for non-
diagonal Haailtonians in the first order approximation (it can 
be developed also in higher orders but usually such a treatment 
demands an enormous oomputer time and it has been found to be 
not needed) using a suggestion mafie by Cxjzek to expand eigen¬ 
values in the argument of a distribution /67, 5/. 

The mentioned above method could be evaluated as follows; 
each transition between hyperfine levels g and e may be de¬ 
scribed by a Lorentiian and we have actually a set of these 
Lorentzians due to the distribution of Interaction. This set 
is approximated by an effective Lorentzian having parameters 
dependent upon the distribution. Therefore, we have to minimise 
the following quadratic form "X 

- co(eg){r(eg) /2}
2 [£r(eg)/2}2 + 

(1.45) 

Bhere 

and C$(H)H • <tt> (1.46) 

being an average field. 



The minimaliaation must be performed for parameters C^(eg), 

^(eg) and ».(eg). Tbe meaning of the remaining symbols is as 

follows: 3(H) stands for tbe field distribution, C for the 

uncorrected Intensity, ? for tbe llnewldtb, »egC
E) for the 

transition energy in the field H and « for an ambient energy 

(or spectrometer velocity in a Lorentzian approximation; this 

approximation is used exclusively for distributions in the 

source or CEUS). We have neglected an interference tern due to 

its saallness (in the evaluation of this approximation) bat it 

is included finally using for its calculation tbe corrected 

llnewidth ? (eg) and transition energy wc(eg). 

The necessary conditions for minimisation lead to tbe fol¬ 

lowing set of equations 

The latter could be expanded into a power series of the 

•onents M^Ceg) with l>0{ the first two aoments being defined 

indirectly by the equations (1.46) (for details see /62/). It 

is possible to get concise algebraic forms for an effective 

Lorentzian parameters neglecting all moments higher than fifth 

( this approximation Is justified by a rapid convergence of the 

mentioned above series). Namely * 

- i/2[r2 + 8112 + (r* + 16OM2, + ler2^ - 64U4)
l/2] , 

V e g ) - *eg - 2U3/P
2(eg) + (OMg - 20U2M3)/P4 (eg) 

and 

V 6 * ) " CegC1 ~ 3 V f 2 <e6> + ̂ 5M4 ~ 16M2)/?4 (eg)] 

for a physically relevant solution where a stands for the 

uncorrected transition energy, i.e. calculated for the aver¬ 

age field. In the most of applications even simpler linearised 

equations nay be used where 

and 
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Botb approaches being practically equivalent for relatively 

narrow and fairly syaaetrlcal (around average) distributions. 

The latter fact seans th t aoaents higher than the second are 

difficult to be extracted except for the third aoaent in highly 

asyaaetricai distributions. 

The aoaents IL(eg) are calculated now as follows (in the 

first order approxiaation) 

] (1 - 2, 3f ...) (1.50) 
H .(H> X 

where o. stands for the 1-th order dlaensionless aoaent of 

the distribution $(H), i.e. 

1 1 ^ 

The approxiaation (1.50) is an exact expression for a purely 

magnetic Haalltonlan. 

For the aethod outlined above we obtain an average field 

<$> and distributional aoaents S, (usually only £2) using & 

standard fitting procedure to the experiaental data (thus the 

errors for the parameters aentioned above are available in 

the linear approxiaation, what is not possible for a Window's 

•etbod). The knowledge of the values for <&> and S, (at least 

S, ) allows to aake soae laportant conclusions about the local 

theraodynaalcal properties of the aaterial being investigated 

(this prograaae is very bard to be performed using different 

methods) as it is discussed in the section 3.3. The parameters 

<H> and S a are relatively easy available for good spectra 

bavlng not too broad distributions and usually no aore than 

two distinct groups of byperfine sites. The evolution of these 

parameters (particularly $%) with the teaperature in the ab¬ 

sence of an external field has been found to give a lot of 

information about the local behaviour in the aiaple ferroaag-

net. This inforaation is not available by classical (aacro-

scoplc) aethode, e.g. susceptibility aeasureaents (see sec¬ 

tion 3.3). 

Soae exaaples of tLe influence of a field distribution 

upon the spectrua shape are given in figure 5. 
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ASYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTION 
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119. 5. A Sn MBssbaoer spectrum simulated for the following 
conditions: single line Ca Sa®'\ soorce (thin and 
unpolarised) having f • 0.3 and V - 0.323 mas"1 ; 
randoa hcmogenaooa absorber with the paraaeters: 

« 5T, A +0.17 0.4, 6 - 0 - 0.5 rad 
-1 - 1 (28.65°), total shift S - l^'msas"1, ?^ > 0.323 mms 

A transmission Integral approximation was used with the 
assumption that the temperature is high enough to equal¬ 
ise the population of ground hyperfine levels, flat 
baseline was adopted, a) Delta function distribution, 
b) symmetrical distribution (odd moments equal sero) 
with S4« 0.2 and §um 0.04, e) asymmetrical distribu¬ 
tion with the same even moments and SL a 0.5, S"f -0.005. 



Sucb spectra as shown In figure 5 may be expected for a Magnet¬ 
ic semiconductor containing tla in the unique group of byper-
fine sites. It is quite clear that the last spectrum (c) would 
be very bard to fit with all parameters being variable, i.e. 
some additional information is needed to get a realistic de¬ 
scription of such a spectrum. 

1.5. Evaluation^ of Mflasbąuer_ Data 
UBssbauer raw data are available in a typical experimental 

arrangement as number of counts versus channel address (number). 
Live and dead dwell times are the same for each channel and 
they are precisely controlled by the quartz clock. The number 
of spectrometer cycles is usually very high for any statistical¬ 
ly relevant spectrum. The velocity (energy) value is assigned 
to each channel taking a calibration spectrum of well defined 
standard or using some optical methods (Moire patterns or 
Mlcbelson type Interferometers are usually used). It Is very 
convenient to use linear velocity scales especially for spec¬ 
tra being evaluated In the transmission integral approximation. 
In such a case velooity increases in constant steps with channel 
number from some negative value to the positive one usually 
having the same absolute value as the beginning velocity and 
than back to the beginning negative velooity (this mode is the 
most practical one). The spectrum is folded either during ac¬ 
cumulation using a reversal address counter or later by means 
of a simple computer programme. The latter method seems to be 
superior due to its accuracy provided that the calibration 
spectrum has sufficient quality (for some spectrometers cali¬ 
bration is taken simultaneously with the main spectrum in the 
separate part of memory with the reversed velocity scale, in 
order to save time).The sero velocity is automatically deter¬ 
mined by optical methods or from the calibration spectrum. In 
the case of non-existe nee of a line at sero velooity In the ca¬ 
libration standard it is sometimes useful to measure a spectrum 
of some material having a strong line at sero velocity In order 



to determine precisely it* ralae, I.e. to find oat finally the 
Telocity In the first channel. 

Por carefully performed measurement error* of the energy 
8cale are negligible and the errors of the count number are 
practically solely due to the statistical decay In the source. 
For statistics Involved in a typical ltSssbaner spectrum these 
errors say be safely calculated as square roots of the number 
of counts In each channel. The number of channels needed to 
describe typical spectrum is of the order of 2 and the effect 
Itself does not exceed usually 10 counts. Therefore memories 
of the else being i K z 10 are typically applied provided that 
the overflow is properly counted (l I ii needed to store un¬ 
folded spectrum and calibration simultaneously). 

Photon (particle) counting with use of the single channel 
analyser is the best method due to the negligible additional 
noise Involved in such a mode of data collection. Some attention 
should be paid to work at a count rate where the saturation 
effects are negligible. Sometimes, detector current digltlaers 
are used for extremely small effects and very high count rates 
/68/ but this method being cumbersome Involves also some ad¬ 
ditional noise. 

It must be strongly stressed that photon counting (unless 
the information channel capacity set by the detector and elec¬ 
tronics is saturated) gives the maximum available Information 
due to the following reasons: 1) UBssbauer photons (particles) 
have energies many order of magnitude higher than thermal en¬ 
ergies and thus they are relatively easy separated from the 
white thermal background, 2) the flux of photons is rather 
low and therefore digital counting being noise-free may be 
relatively simply performed. The opposite situation is encount¬ 
ered in the radio astronomy where some data filtering may en¬ 
hance useful signal (simply, photon counting is impossible 
below infrared frequencies). Therefore, the proposal of data 
filtering in the photon counting system as given by Sawlcki 
and Stanek /69/ seems to be unjustified as no Improvement is 
possible as far as principles of thermodynamics are obeyed. 



The ran data after being properly folded and calibrated are 
further reprocessed off-line fitting a theoretical spectrim 
shape containing some free parameters. There are several nume¬ 
rical problems to be considered in the attempt to fit such data* 
The first group of these is concerned with the calculation of 
the spectrum itself and contains the following major problems. 
1) DiagonalIsatlon of the appropriate Hamlltonians in the semi-

classical approximation, i.e. calculation of the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors. It is important to realise that a high 
accuracy general diagonalIsation (numerical for spins 
higher than 3/2) is usually needed, I.e. the perturbation 
methods are unsatisfactory. This latter fact Is clearly il¬ 
lustrated in figure 5a where "forbidden" lines are non-
negligible (for Sn one has pure 111 transition between 
states having spin 1/2 and 3/2, respectively - 1/2 is the 
spin of a ground state). The Eamlltonian Is generally rep-
presented by a complex Htrmitlan matrix but for time de¬ 
pendent problems (see the following section) It might be 
non-Hermitlan and therefore it Is worthwhile to use a gen¬ 
eral dlagonalisation method applicable to any oomplex 
matrix. Dimensionality Is defined, of course, by the ir¬ 
reducible rotation group for a given nuclear state (in the 
semi-classical approximation) and it is to be 2J + i where 
J stands for the nuclear spin.(for all relevant UVssbauer 
states the nuclear spin does not exceed 9/2 value). We 
found, that the subroutines from the SISPACK library /7O, 
71/ are the most efficient to be used in solving mentioned 
above problem, i.e. subroutines designed to be used in a 
diagonalisation of general complex matrices. 

2) Calculation of a transmission integral, if applicable. For 
a spectrum with partly overlapping lines this task can not 
be performed analytically and on the other hand, just this 
case requires a transmission Integral approach to be used. 
It has been found, that the numerical method proposed by 
Cranshaw A 2 / and elaborated later by Shenoy et al. A 3 / 
is the most efficient in the general case. It requires 



some restrictions upon the data, e.g. odd number of chan¬ 
nels, linear velocity scale with the increasing velocity 
with the channel number and it prefers single line Loren-
tsian sources. However, the advantages in the speed of cal¬ 
culation are so great, that it should be recommended, any¬ 
way. In our programme /5, 51/ the maximum number of channels 
tractable by the transmission integral method is 259 and the 
following rule should be observed (v_„ - T_ł«.)/^l<86 to ^° max min 
avoid numerical errors, where nominator describes the velo¬ 
city span of a spectrum and P stands for the smallest line-
width involved In the calculation (being extended to not 
Ie6s than three channels). It has beea found, that the men¬ 
tioned above restriction is always satisfied for the spectra 
where the transmission integral is needed. For the programme 
mentioned above the Lorentzian approximation may be applied 
to the maximum number of channels being 260 in the fitting 
runs (see mentioned above remarks about the storage capaci¬ 
ty required In MBssbauer spectrometers) and 520 In simula¬ 
tion runs, i.e. without variation of parameters. 

3) Summation of partial spectra In the case of a random sample 
In the external magnetic field. This problem simplifies for 
a sample having no quadrupolar interaction to the calcula¬ 
tion of one spectrum. For a sample having axlally symmetric 
electric field gradient the summation has to be performed 
only over the polar angles. 

4) The calculation of derivatives as given in the formula (1.50) 
in the case of a magnetic field distribution has to be per¬ 
formed numerically except the case of purely magnetic Ha¬ 
milton! an. 
The list mentioned above practically exhausts all major 

problems Involved In the simulation of speotra either with or 
without experimental data. 

The second group of problems is concerned with the fitting 
of experimental data. This fitting is performed minimising the 
quadratic form 1X /12t 74, T5/ defined as follows (this form 
"X1 is calculated also for simulation with experimental data, 



bat not Minimised) 

X 
•bere n stands for the number of experimental points (channels), 
• is the wwber of independent variables in a theoretical spec¬ 
trum, l j stands for the number of counts in the 1-th channel 
and P(TJ) is the calculated speotrum for the 1-th channel 
baring Telocity v,. The weights w. are calcmlated em the as¬ 
sumption that the errors are solely doe to the statistical 
decay in a source. It i s , »f cewse, satisfactory to minimise 
only so called unnormalised "£, i . e . altheat (•-•) factor 
but the normalised *XŁ as glvsa by eojiatlea (1.52) is a simple 
and convenient tes t of comTerg«Bce as It she«ld %* aromnd one 
for properly converged mlnlmlsatlesi. The me cess ary eoM 
of minimisation leads to the following set ef eqastlems 

(1.53) 
K - 1, 2, . . . m 

one has to solve to obtain values for variables pK . Tb<s de¬ 
rivatives £]£ a "OPCVJ, { p } ) / d P - must be calculated numeri¬ 
cally in a general case. Equations (1.53) are highly non¬ 
linear and must be solved therefore In an iterative procedure 
starting from some Initial set of formally independent varia¬ 
bles {pi0 . There are many approaches to this problem but i t 
has been found that the most efficient way Is to use simple 
linearisation in each iterational step especially for compli¬ 
cated functions like the general Ifltosbauer spectrum. In such 
a case, we use the following approximation for the function 
P(TJ) in each iteration 

• YZ [ V 1 ) / 3 P | J pk, Pk8 
(i.54) 

where s • 0, 1, . . . stands for the Iteration number and Ap ̂ s 

i s the correction to the parane ter pjc calculated, in the s-th 
iteration. 



The latter calculation is performed substituting (1.54) 
into (1.53) and solving this linearised set of equations 
against A p ^ variables. Tbe procedure described above does 
not aarrant convergence in eacta step, I .e . tbe Tg + 1 does not 
need to be smaller than Jm, For such il l-defined situations 
tbe following procedure has been found to be the most eff icient 
one /75, 76/: corrections Apy^ are reduced multiplying by 
IOM damping factor So ( I t nas bess found that SQ * 1/3 i s 
tbe best choice) ani T ^ i * calcslated. The next step is to 
establish a par aft*la tmromgh the point* X*. j j ^ and 1 ^ 
and te find i t s Minimum against dsmslmg factor 5 ; m for cor¬ 
rections ^Pfcg t B* ••airat lc for* J^g i s calculated ( S eor-
responds to the mlalmmm of the parabela X 2(f)) and tbe Minimum 
of tbe three values %%r t Jjjj , JC*^ i s chosen to se lect the 
best set of corrections to be used in order to calculate par*" 
•eters for tbe next iteration. Tbe possibi l i ty of divergence 
Is s t i l l not removed completely by tbe Mentioned above proce¬ 
dure yet reduced significantly. 

Tbe errors for variables baing fitted are calculated as 
square roots fro* the diagonal elements of the correlation 
•atr lx as given by equations (1.53) in their linearised fora. 
These errors are solely due to tbe experimental errors Intro-
diced via tbe weights « 2 . 

The final convergence Is reached when the variable 

] 
k-l 

does not exceed some preset value being chosen usually about 
several percent. The symbols 5 ^ stand for the error of the 
parameter P^B, i*«« calculated in the s-th iteration. 

There i s no absolute criterion for a f i t quality and re¬ 
l i a b i l i t y as the hyper-surface of * 2({p} ) in the (m+1) di¬ 
mensional space may be in fact very complicated especially 
remembering that the set of basis vectors pk in this space Is 
only formally orthogonal being in fact correlated i t s e l f doe 
to tbe very existence of experimental errors. 
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However, except tbe final normalised J. as given by the 

equation (1.52) a good test for the fit quality seems to be the 

parameter U (misfit) proposed originally by Ruby /77/ (see also 

/5/). We have modified It slightly to avoid some unpnysical 

values emerging from the original proposal. Namely, misfit U 

is defined as follows 
U « D/S (1.56): 

where 

D • fc "i E- - nvi - a (l.ST) 

and 

t n , . 
(1.58) 

&. -

•here BQ has the same meaning as in the formula (1.10). The 

last equation (1.58) gives practically a useful signal pro¬ 

vided that the baseline effects are small compared to the 

Uflssbauer effect itself. The last condition is usually satis¬ 

fied for properly designed Udasbauer spectrometer, i.e. having 

not too low cycle repetition frequency. The misfit U for veil 

fitted spectrum Is typically of the order or less than 0.1 

percent. It should be noted that it is relatively easy to 

calculate misfit error dM 

dU - [dD2 + (dS • U)2] i/2/S (i.59) 

where dD and dS stand for the distance 0 and signal S errors, 

respectively, and are defined as follows 

dD » (n + 4O]*/'2 (1.60) 

and 

dS - Jń + 4SJ1/2 (1.61) 

The values for If and dll seen to be a very good test of the 

experimental data quality provided that the fit converged 

properly. 



Finally, the plot of the function Rj - K*j) versus Vj with 
the error bars being - K J ^ IS a very sensitive test for any 
deviation in the f i t AS/ as i t is Illustrated in figure 6. 
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91m. 6. Plot of a fitted spectral and deviations (see text) for 
a I291 transition (J» « 7/2, Je - 5/2. UL/B) in the source 
being a low temperature phase of P l j C r 1 2 8 ! ! (deficient in 
Te) at 4.2 K. the hyper fine stmctore occurs in the source 
(random aasple) and thus Ca12^I single line randosj absorber was 
need Calso kept at 4.2 K). Tto predecessor for MBssbauer line 
la 70 mln activity in the 129Te obtaaaible by (n,») reaction 
«lth thermal neutrons (note, that 1 2 9I is unstable; however It 
decays with the half-life ti«e being about 1OT years - into 
l 2 9 I e ) . For the reasons Mentioned above (split eooree, single 
line absorber) a Lorentslan approximation aas «eed with the 
baseline effect taken Into account to the aeoond order. Two 
hyperflne sites were found with the following parameters: 
Ao(l) - +0.215 (O.OO4) WM-f

t A.(2) - -0.202 (0.005) •s^-1, 
S 0 (004) 1 S 805 (00S) B*-1, H. - 14.7 

mBS'-l Cfor both 
, (fr b h e ) , Cj - 57 (3>% - con¬ 

tribution of the site (l)to the whole spectra*. . normalised 
%2 m 0.75 and II > 0.38 (0.12)%. Hote, that the speotrom con¬ 
sists of 96 lines, however the number of variables Is only 13 
doe te the constraints Imposed by hyperflne Hamlltenians /79/. 

Ao(l) - +0.215 (O.OO4) WM-f
t A.(2) - -0.2 

Si • +1.01 (0.04) BBS-1, S2 - +8.05 (0.0S) 
(0.2)t, H2 - 14.5 (0.3)t, r+P. - 1.19 (O. 
s i tes) , 6 - 40.4 (0.7)° (for birth s i tes) , 
t i b t i f th i t ( l ) t th h l 

5O 



The sane figure iliastrates clearly necessity to use rather 
parameters of hyperfine Eamlltonians In place of free lines as 
it would be virtually impossible to fit 96 lines to the spec-
trim shown above. 

It is important to design a fitting prograaaae in such a way 
to have the possibility to define any continous parameter as 
variable or constant /5t 51/, All irrelevant parameters for a 
given problem should be preset automatically to reduce user's 
burden* We have found /5/ that for complicated general speotra 
practically no more than two distinctly different hyperfine 
sites could be dealt with* For these the following parameters 
were found to be distinguishable in a general case: a0, Ao, 
^ , 6 , d ) , S, Pa or r + Ca, Sj for 1 - 2, 3, 4, 5. Some ad-
dltonal sites In the case of simpler spectra may be efficiently 
treated allowing for some additional "free" lines either under 
a transmission integral or within the Lorentsian approximation* 
These lines have to be calculated with the proper Interference 
factor %o er -$Lor* ** found that twenty such lines are com¬ 
pletely sufficient In any practically encountered case* 

On the other hand, the maximum number of Independent var¬ 
iables was found to be no more than thirty in a general case 
and fifteen for random samples in an external field. In other 
words, it is very hard to get any convergence for a bigger 
number of variables unless some unphyslcal tricks are applied 
(e.g. data smoothing). The latter aay give a perfect con¬ 
vergence but its reliability can not be tested at all* 

Some additional constraints on the variables are essentially 
needed in some complicated cases. This oondition could be 
achieved in a general case allowing each parameter to be equa¬ 
ted to any other parameter, i.e. we have found it sufficient 
to. allow for each parameter to be equated to no more than ten 
other parameters /&/• 

More details about use of the UBssbauer fitting programmes 
is given In the Appendix I* 



1.6. Soae Aspects of the Tiae-dependent Interaction 

In this section we would like to discuss soae aspects of 
the tiae dependent hyperflne interaction. Only the basic ideas 
will be reviewed as many details are beyond the scope of this 
paper. The ti«e dependent hyperfine Interaction occurs where 
the hyperfine part of the aystea HaBlltonian changes at the 
tiae scale coaparable to the nuclear lifetime and/or inverse 
hyperfine frequency. In soch a case the hyperfine Haailtonlan 
H does not need to cornate with Itself at different tiae, I.e. 
[H(t), S(t')]i< 0 in a general case. There are aany approaches 
to this problea /80 - 86/, but the most general and applicable 
to the experlaental situation is this one where the Interaction 
is switched adlabatloally- froa one to another. The aentioned 
above switching aay oocur in a stationary, i.e. Markoff way or 
in a non-stationary process. The latter will not be discussed 
here as there is no convincing evidence for such processes to 
be present in UBaabaner spectroseopy. The Markoff process con¬ 
serves average value for eigenvalues provided they are taken 
over sufficiently long tiae. We will Halt ourselves to the 
calculation of an absorber profile a(w) as defined by the 
equation (l.il) in the absence of an external aagnetic field. 
The latter situation Is the aost relevant in Wssbauer experi¬ 
ments, we will assoae additionally, that the teaperature is 
high enough to equalise hyperfine levels (this condition is 
generally satisfied for tiae dependent spectra). 

It is dearly seen that for a situation aentioned above 
soae extension of the lube's foraallsa /8i/ is needed to in¬ 
clude non-coaauting cases. It has been found /86/ that the use 
of superoperators (Ltouiville operators) is the aost efficient 
approach. Haaely, the function a(w) aay be expressed as fellows 

a(w> - leKp) + §O*"KP) (1.62) 

where p • V/2 +i(w - w o) and ^„stands for the interference 
factor as discussed in the section 1.3. The parameter V de¬ 
scribes llnewldth and w o stands for the spectrua shift (llne-



width is dae to a finite nuclear lifetime, but in practice It 
i s slightly increased by spurious interactions). The coaplex 
function P(p) has the font /86/ 

Symbols <J1«Ja|Ś~|Jo«#p )> mi <Foaop>' I H * ' ^ " ^ •*«*» for the 
matrix elements ef maltipele operators. The indices J±t m± de¬ 
scribe naclear spin amd its third component in the excited 
stats while Jo, «# play the sesje rele for the ground state. 
The indices * , G> are n—••—clear la origin (e.g. the para-
•agnetle lea spin prejeotlesi en seow crystal axis) and they 
hare to be aegleoted la the sesil-olasslcal approxlaatlon. The 
syabols a, b are so oallsdstochastic indices generally cosw 
autlng with the aentlened previously quanta*} lumbers. The 
•eights p s describe a probability te flad a Mesbauer atea 
in the stochastic stats a and tans 

p. • 1 (i.64) 
a 
The aatrlx 6 called a relaxation aatrix has the following 

properties in the Uarkeff process 
P„(a/w7b) . pjXb/wVa} and (a/wVa) - - <L,(a/wVb) (i.65) 

b|fa 
where (a/tVa) stands for the lnTerse lifetime of the state a 
and (a/0/b) describes the probability per unit tlae to switch 
from a to b. 

The index s enumerates all possible (different) types of 
interaction involved, and $£ is the operator (in fact super-
operator) responsible for selection of the Interaction s. 

The superoperators $* are constructed as follows 

(1.66) 
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where V^ stands for tbe Hamiltonian a in the excited nuclear 
state and $£0' for the sane Haailtonian in the ground state. 
Note, that the elgenvalues of the superoperator $£ are simply 
transition energies (without tern w ) and thus they are directly 
observable in the experiment in contrast to the Hamilton!an 
eigenvalues being energy levels. However, in a time independent 
semi-classical situation excited state Hamilton!an commotes 
with the ground state Hamilton!an and therefore there is no 
need to introduce saperoperators. 

The main task In the calculation of a spectrum is to perform 
an efficient inversion of the matrix contained in the square 
brackets in the expression (1.63) as this matrix has generally 
(even in the seni-classical approach, if applicable) quite 

t large dimensions (the superoperator itself In the semi-clas¬ 
sical approxination has dimensions (2J^ + 1)(2JQ + 1) x 
x (2Jt + 1)(2JQ + 1)).However, It oeuld be seen /88/ that am¬ 
bient energy « oontalned in tbe parameter p appears only in the 
diagonal elements of the mentioned above matrix. Thus, rede¬ 
fining expression (1.63) into the form 

P(p) « (T/2) 2_. T^.tShere the indicesk , 1 are (1.6T) kl •"Tu 
described in a general case by the functions k • k (m^m <t& a) 
aisd 1 m l(m*m* ek'̂b* b); T^j describes multipole operator matrix 
elemsut (for a single crystal or random material depending 
upon the situation) and ŁT, stands for the matrix element of 
the inversed matrix K 

J r; (i.68) 
we can separate matrix K into two parts 

* -^o + p1l (1.69) 
where £ is independent upon the ambient energy •. The matrix 
Ko may be now diagonal ised as ing seme oni tary trams fermat Ion 
lato tbe form 



X« XrXI 0 U (l.TO) 

where X i s a diagonal matrix composed of I eigenvalues 
(generally complex numbers due to the presence of the matrix 
¥) . The matrix U is composed of K# eigenvectors. How, each 
eigenvalue X? may be transformed into the form \ m -̂j + P 
and the function F(p) written as follows 

- ( f /2) 

where 

^ 4 , [to\ -ilmX/l <*•»> 

** kl 

and ' j j ^ stands fer the element kj of the lnversed matrix 8. 
It should be noted that 

£ A . - 1 (1.T2) 
i 3 

due to the unitary character ef the transformation (1.70). 

It may be easy shown that the expression (l.TO) substituted 

Into (1.62) gives an usual spectrum shape In the case of semi-

classical approximation and absence of relaxation ( v • 0). 

There is a large class ef relaxation phenomena observed by 

MBssbauer spectroscopy due to the rich manifold of possible 

relaxation matricds W and superoperators $j[. we will not 

discuss these problems as they are mostly out of soope of this 

paper and reader is referred to an abundant literature /89 -

101/. However, we would like to disouss «ne particular case 

of the relaxation of a cluster having- internal distribution 

of hyperflne parameter (parameters) described previously in 

the section 1.4. This ease may be Important in the magnetic 

alloys being close to the percolation limit especially at 

temperatures near the critical point and for some kind of 



superparamagnetic naterials. For a relatively narrow sym¬ 

metrical distribution corrections to the linenidth and inten¬ 

sity of the j-th line nay be calculated using expressions 

(1.49) where the second aoment l^(j) Is now obtaiiaible In the 

following way 

q &J (1.73) 

where fi< stands for the appropriate eigenvalue of the operator 

E Yg f̂ , q is the parameter having distribution, e.g. internal 
hyperfine field, q stands for the average value and $ for 
the dimensionless second nonent. The scaling factor IL Bay be 
calculated as 

(1.74) 

where fi, stands for the average eigenvalue. It should be noted, 
that the last expression being accurate in the first order 
involves some additional approximation due to the fact that 
uncorrected linewidths are used in i ts evaluation. However, the 
latter approximation is justified for relatively narrow dis¬ 
tributions. Kow, corrected intensities A? and linewidths I\ 
are expressed as 

and (1.75) 

where 
E A ? » 1 (1.76) 

The eigenvalues of the Matrix £ have the fora 

Xj - X j + T^/2 • i(w - w o) (1.77) 

and the function ftp) is expressed as lollows 



Kp) - (1/2) 2-1 -*-* 5-J 5^- (1.78) 
( X ) 2 + (Im X ) 2 

_0 

It should be pointed oat that the functions AXE,') are not 
always analytical and therefore some care mast be taken In the 
calculation of derivatives In the vicinity of slngalarltles. 

Finally, we will discuss soae simple relaxation model based 
upon the formalism presented by expressions (1,73) - (1,78). 
This model being very simple seems to be attractive for some 
rather specialised applications as it allows to reach analy¬ 
tical solutions. The model could be applied to the cases sat¬ 
isfying following conditions (except conditions needed to sat¬ 
isfy previously outlined general expressions): 
1) Hyperflne interaction is purely magnetic (electric monopole 

Interaction being also allowed) and may be described by a 
single, lsotroplc effective field having some narrow dis¬ 
tribution completely described by a second moment. The 
field and the second moment are independent upon the index 
s. The last condition is fairly well satisfied for weakly 
coupled clusters and superparamagnetlc particles. 

2) The relaxation ocours between two states having fields o-
riented in opposite directions. 

3) Sample as a whole is completely random. 
For non-zero nuclear spins J. and JQ matrix elements of 

the operator 2_i V s £? have the form 

B>1|A v U 

where aQ has the sane meaning as in the formula (1.16) and 
bo " ^ e ^ s p a o * ¥be relaxatlon "atrix # is expressed as fol¬ 
lows 

V A — W « % 2 1 1 2 1 fc 
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and 
p2 - l / ( 1 + e6 ) , 6 - Bc AT 

where Wj stance for the relaxation frequency, Ec is the energy 
difference between two cluster states , k stands for the 
Boltzman's constant and T for the temperature. 

Thus, the problem is reduced to the calculation of eigen¬ 
values for (2Jj + 1)(2JO + 1) matrices K m ^ ) each having 
dimensions 2 x 2 (some of them may be superfluous due to the 
multipole selection rules) . Having those eigenvalues we may 
proceed straightforward using general expressions outlined 
above for the calculation of a spectrum shape and Inversed 
K(mom1) matrices (both calculations may be performed analytical¬ 
l y ) . The eigenvalues ~k have the form 

Cl.il) 

and their derivatives are expressed as follows 

(1.82) 

It may be immediately seen from the expressions (1,81) and 
(1.82) that the spectrum becomes "static" (rather "stationary" 
in a given context) pattern for w. • 0 and reduces to a single 
line for large w, and £ « 0 (w. is always non-negative). The 
latter effect is due to the fact that for this particular sit¬ 
uation average field taken over sufficient time is zero (w^ is 
expected to Increase with increasing temperature and 6 is de¬ 
creasing at high temperature). 

It should be noted that for £ • 0 and }B(mom1)/w1| « l de¬ 
rivatives (1.82) are singular and their calculation should be 
performed using finite differences in soperoperator £] 
eigenvalues. 



The model outlined above works equally well for all re¬ 

laxation times, i.e. it is applicable for tbe whole range of 

relaxation time. Tbe model parameters are: w^, Ec, average field 

and dimensionless second moment. On tbe other hand, models based 

on the perturbation theory are applicable only for short or long 

relaxation time depending upon the expansion used /8O, 102/. 
119 This model has been applied to tbe fitting of Sn UGssbauer 

spectra in some Heusler-type alloys where it was hard to decide 

for tbe origin of the broadening of some components. As an ex¬ 

ample may be quoted spectrum of Co. Ni_ TISn (x a 0.5) at 

77 K /103/ where It was unclear that the field distribution 

alone may produce observed spectrum shape. However, it was 

found that relaxation effects in all these Heusler-type alloys 

are at best negligible (w1 was found to be well within the ex¬ 

perimental error and anyway well below 1 MHz). There-fore, it 

could be concluded that for these alloys distribution is time-

independent in contrast to the previously made suggestions 

/104/. It should be stressed, however, that for each new unclear 

situation this conclusion must be checked as otherwise serious 

errors may be made in tbe estimation of distribution parameters. 

On the other hand, dimensionless distribution moments (at least 

the second moment) are strongly temperature dependent in some 

Heusler alloys suggesting some other type of clustering. The 

latter case is disoussed in tbe section 3.3. 



2. HYPERFINB MAGNETIC FIELDS 

2.1. Mal5,gpntributlon8_tptfae_Hyperfine Field 

The nagnetic, hyperflne Interaction depends apon tbe nuclear 
and electronic spin enseable and external fields. Nuclear spins 
are always alaost good quantun nuabers except extreesly bigh 
density, relatiristlc aatter, e.g. Matter composing tbe in¬ 
terior of neutron stars (tbe sane can not be usually stated 
about tbe nuclear spin projection - see equation (1.16)). For 
electronic spins the situation is aucb aore complicated. For 
some itinerant aagnets only a spin density is available, while 
for other aaterlals with fairly veil localised electronic, 
aagnetic aonents an ionic (atoaic or sometines molecular) ao-
aent may be used as relatively good quantum nuaber. For the 
latter, quite coaaon case crystal field effects are cruolally 
important to decide what does it really mean the concept of an 
ionic moment. For a weak crystal field tbe total angular mo¬ 
mentum of the ion coanutes with tbe Faailtonlan (this situation 
occurs for rare earths where a deep 4f shell being responsible 
for a magnetic noaent is usually unaffected by tbe crystal 
field). On the other hand, the orbital angular momentum is 
quenched in a strong crystal field leaving properly added e-
lectron .spins as the unique contribution to tbe ionic aoaent 
(the latter happens for 3d elements where partly filled 3d 
shell being alaost unseparated froa the valence and/or con¬ 
duction electrons is strongly Influenced by tbe crystal field). 
For an internediate ease (fortunately quite rare) only expan¬ 
sion of the angular aoaentua operator.into crystal field para¬ 
meters is available. 

For a non-relativistic natter, containing well defined icnlc 
moments (called further spins S regardless of their real nean-
lng) the aagnetic interaction could be described within the 
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spin Hamilton!an approximation neglecting quantum electrody¬ 
namics corrections being In such a case negligible (e.g. vacuum 
polarisation effects and tbelr total contribution to the giro-
magnetic factors). Usually, it is enough to preserve only di¬ 
polar terns in such a Hamilton!an (sometimes higher order teras, 
mostly in electronic exchange Integrals are needed). For a case 
mentioned above the spin HaniItonian has the form /I05/ 

H -Cl^A S4 - gn(uN H) + ge f^i E 

(2.1) 
neglecting nuclear exohange tera (the latter Is negligible as 
far as direct Interaction is involved but it nay be sometimes 
important due to the indirect exohange mostly via the conduction 
band), anisotropy energy tensor being mostly due to the crystal 
field (it is usually snail for a large class of soft magnets) 
and macroscopic effects, e.g. domain wall formation (the latter 
are relatively Irrelevant for hyperfine interactions as ob¬ 
served by MBssbauer technique except for spectra taken in lov 
external fields). The symbols used in the expression (2.1) 
have the following meaning: $&, L stand for nuclear spin 
operators, i, i are the summation indices over the whole en¬ 
semble, St, ŚL stand for the Ionic spin (or total angular mo¬ 
mentu* ) operators, 3 Is the external field (rather weak and 
corrected for demagnetisation, Lorentz and geometrical effects), 
?1j, rtj are the appropriate distances, Jj, describes the ex¬ 
change internal (direct or any Indirect) between spina §4 and 
Sj, A Is the hyperfine interaction tensor (in a three dimen¬ 
sional space, i.e. having coaponents A^jj k,l • 1, 2, 3)^nB 
stands for the Bohr magneton, while ̂ py for the nuclear magneton, 



gQ is the nuclear giromagnetic factor (generally, It might be 
i, j dependent and sometimes mast be corrected for hyperfine 
anomaly)and gc plays the same role for ionic moments being in 
fact some effective giromagnetic factor (generally, also itj 
dependent) calculated from the eigenfunctions of the crystal 
field. 

The first term describes the hyperfine interaction of nu¬ 
cleus with the electronic shell and external field, the second 
term is responsible for the interaction of the ionic moment 
nith the external field, the third term stands for the exchange 
energy between ionic spins and the remaining terms describe 
dipole-dipole interactions between ionic spins, ionic and nu¬ 
clear and finally within the nuclear ensemble itself. Dipolar 
terms vanish for a perfectly cable symmetry In completely sat¬ 
urated ferromagnets and they are usually very small (both dia¬ 
gonal and off-diagonal terms). Hewever,for some highly ionic 
paramagnetic salts the ionio term may be dominant and it sets 
the lowest temperature available by adlabatle demagnetisation 
(around lmK).The same may be stated about the last nuclear term 
in dlamagnetic materials where the lowest theoretically avail¬ 
able temperature by the nuclear spin esemble demagnetisation is 

—7 
set about 10 K (at lower temperatures ensemble orders spon¬ 
taneously leading to some kind of nuclear magnetism). The term 
responsible for dipolar interaction between nuclei and ions is 
hardly seen in UVssbauer spectroscopy but it dominates for ̂ u* 
embedded in the interstitials /106/. 

For magnetically ordered materials the exchange term is 
dominant except some very high external fields and low trans¬ 
ition temperatures. The off-diagonal terms of exchange inter¬ 
action provide fast relaxation between ionic spins as compared 
to the inverse hyperfine frequencies and nuclear lifetime (at 
any temperature). Other relaxation mechanisms, like dipolar 
off-diagonal terms, Interaction via lattice vibrations (being 
vanishingly small at low temperatures) or conduction band 
(the so called Xorrlnga Interaction|is Also dropping at lew tem-



peratures) are much less efficient /89/. Therefore, 'or para¬ 
magnetic (especially dilated and insulating) samples the re¬ 
laxation phenomena or even complex hyperfine Interaction as 
given by the tensor A may be seen at low temperatures (some-
tines, these temperatures are still high enough to have an 
equal population of hyperfine levels especially for highly 
diluted paramagnets where the relaxation proceeds mostly via 
lattice vibrations). Application of an external field freezes 
relaxation, diagonallses the hyperfine tensor A and usually 
saturates ionic spin at temperatures being about 1 > 2 E (to 
achieve tbe latter, the field should be about 5 - 10 T depend¬ 
ing upon the Ionic moment, tbe same field does not influence 
population of hyperfine levels at temperatures mentioned a-
bove). It should be pointed out that the relaxation mechanisms 
for the nucleus itself are very inefficient and no nuclear 
relaxation could be seen in a typical UBssbauer effect. 

Thus, for magnetically ordered materials, i.e, strongly in¬ 
teracting (regardless of the external field) and for para¬ 
magnets saturated by an external field (at low temperatures 
due to the limit upon availability of strong fields) tbe non-
nuclear part of byperfine magnetic Hamiltonian could be re¬ 
placed by an effective field being vectorial sum of some com¬ 
ponents. These component fields are proportional to the average 
projection of the Ionic spin operator due to the fast relaxa¬ 
tion and/or presence of the external field (this average taken 
over sufficient time Is sero for a paramagnet in the absence 
of an external field and usually non-aero for magnetically 
ordered material (e.g. ferromagnet) within a single domain). 
The total field may be substituted subsequently into the for¬ 
mula (1.16). 

The mentioned above average is available at finite tempera¬ 
ture (the temperature Is always finite in a real experiment) 
using a standard density operator approach 

\ (2.2) 



where ^ S ^ Is the expectation value (time averaged) of the 
operator S i z and 

g « exp(-H0AT)/Tr exp (-&Q/kT) (2.3) 

where T stands for the temperature and k for the Botzaan's 
constant. The Hamiltonlan Ho should be regarded as a total 
Hamlltonian of the system under consideration. Formally, for 
zero temperature the density operator £ is not needed and 

<Siz> - <0l§izl0> (2.4) 

where |Q> stands for the crystal ground state. 
The direction z should be regarded as a local quantisation axis 
at the i-tb ion site and the field 1^ created by this ion is a 
field usually proportional to the one produced by a dipole (u-
sually point-like) having moment - ge ^u. ̂ i j ^ • 'ne operator 
§ l z could be therefore Interpreted as the projection operator 
of spin §1 on the axis z being obtained by time averaging. 
The total field at a given point may be regarded as a sum of 
fields being proportional to that ones produced by such dlpoles 
located at lattice sites (without contribution of the external 
field) provided that the nuclear contribution is neglected due 
to its smallness. However, it must be remembered that value of 
such a field can not be easy obtained in a general case due to 
the fact that It is mostly caused by the exchange interaction, 
the latter being dependent upon the total electronic wave-
function or density operator. It might happen also, that the 
exchange interaction occurs to be anisotropic and for such a 
case the mentioned above field docs not need to point in the 
same direction as expected from the simple dipole approach. In 
fact, we are interested in the effective field being present 
at the particular nuclear site (usually point-like, partially 
due to the time averaging of the lattice motion). This field 
may be decomposed into the following terms /107, 108/: 
1) Orbital term being defined as follows 



in the case of a weak crystal field, where <l/r^> describes 
the average inverse volume of the wave-function responsible 
for the Ionic moment (being generally dependent upon the ion 
state) and <J Z

! > the average projection of angular momentum 
on the local quantisation axis zi# For a strong crystal 
field this tera bas the form 

3 
•here <L^> standB for the average projection of the orbital 
momenton on the local quantisation axis z 2 (usually <LZ> is 
quenched In snch a case) and the latter tern describes time 
averaged projection of the ionic spin contribution on the 
axis z 3 (S Is the pure spin operator of the ionic shell In 
this case). 

The term (2,5) Is very large for some rare earth ions 
/108/ (of the order of 100 T). On the other hand, the orbi¬ 
tal contribution vanishes for ions being In the pure S state 
doe to the spherical symmetry. The orbital contribution is 
highly anlsotropic, i.e. it involves quite significant ani-
sotropy energy. In some cases, it should be estimated as 
Boltzman's average over several Ion lying crystal field 
levels due to the small separation of these levels as com¬ 
pared with the thermal excitation energy at given tempera¬ 
ture. 

2) Contact field (Fermi field) is doe to the finite spin den¬ 
sity within nuclear volume caused by the shell polarisation 
induced by the ionic moment. This contribution is mostly 
due to s-like electrons (for heavy ions having more rela-
tivistlc electrons p contribution may be present) being 
thus isotropic in the given above sense. Contact term may 
be calculated as follows 

o 
flo- -(16TT/3) fa E<Kł " &0 (2.7) 
«here gf stands for the spin density for spins along the 
quantisation axis z^ and g\ desoribes the spin density for 



spins opposite to the quantisation axis z^. Tbe summation is 

performed over all shells (and eventually conductlcn band). 

The individual contributions nay be measured from CEMS in¬ 

tensities selecting proper conversion electrons /52/ as they 

influence q1M factors (see figure 4). It should be observed 

that individual contributions are quite large, but the total 

sum is usually of the order of 30 T. 

The terns 1) and 2) vanish for a dlamagnetlc ion and the 

nucleus feels these fields only being embedded in this 

particular paramagnetic ion* The quantisation axes z do not 

need to be the same for all contributions, 

3) External contributions (exoept external field) are due to 

the following reasons (they are observable only in the mag¬ 

netically ordered materials), 

3.1) Dipolar interaction with the surrounding magnetic ions. 

This interaction is usually very small and it vanishes 

for perfect cubic symmetry in ferromagnets. 

3.2) Transferred field due to the chemical bonds and/or 

conduction electron polarisation. Tbe latter may be 

anlsotropic for anisotroplc bonds or molecules and/or 

highly anisotroplc Fermi surface /109 - ill/. However, 

for cubic alloys containing tin it is regarded as 

isotropic due to the s-character of transferred elec¬ 

trons to the tin site. In such a case, the field may 

be regarded (neglecting interference being usually 

small for non perfect lattice) as a vectorlal sum of 

fields (algebraic for ferromagnets) contributed by the 

neighbouring magnetic ions where the contribution from 

each such an ion depends only upon the average distance 

(not direction) from the Uossbauer nucleus provided 

that the material contains only one kind of magnetic 

Ions. 

For a perfeotly anttterromagnetic site the mentioned above 

contribution vanishes, but it is always observable In the fer-

romagnet (however, dipolar term generally does not vanish for 

such a case, but usually is too small to be observed). 
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Transferred hyperfine fields being very important in the 
solid properties research Hill be discussed further in the fol¬ 
lowing section. 

The sign of a hyperfine field may be unambigoasly measured 
only for ferromagnets applying strong enough external field to 
saturate the sample. In such a case if the measured field is 
the approximate sun of external and hyperfine fields we call 
hyperfine field a positive one. On contrary, i.e. for measured 
field being an approximate difference the hyperfine field is 
called negative. For antiferromagneta, we obtain usually a hy¬ 
perfine field almost perpendicular to the applied one anrt 
eventually upon increasing an external field the antiferro-
magnet is converted into an Induced ferromagnet, 

2.2. Jrąnsferred^Fleld 
There are several contributlon»to the transferred field. We 

restrict ourselves to the consideration of dlasagnetlo ions In 
the zero external fluid where the dominant contribution to the 
observed field Is due to the transferred field (see preceding 
section). The majority of such ions has the s-p bonds and the¬ 
refore it is usually satisfactory to consider effects of these 
orbltals polarisation. 

For non-conducting materials there, are following terms in 
the transferred field IL /1O9/ 

$ (3 C0S29$ - 1) (2.8) 

where the first term 18 is due to the polarisation of s-like 
bonding electrons and may be expressed as follows 

g(O)fs (2.9) 
where g(O) stands for the s-llke bonding electrons density 
within nucleus and f_ for the oovalent transfer to the men-
tioned above s orbital from the surrounding magnetic ions. 



The field Hg is isotropic, i.e. it is parallel or antiparallel 
to the direction defined by the surrounding magnetic ions, e.g. 
for a ferroraagnet it is along the local magnetisation axis. 

The second term 3^ is also isotropic, I.e. coaxial with the 
first term and it is due to the polarisation of inner shells 
(mostly s-like) via the exchange interaction with the polarised 
valence p electrons (for heavy ions with relativistic electrons 
it may be not exactly coaxial with the field H_). This term may 
be expressed as follows 

where <r~>stands for the Inverse volume of p electrons, X de¬ 
scribes in some phenonenologlcal way exchange Interaction and 
f ^ stands for the covalent transfer to the p> orbital. This 
term Is usually difficult to be estimated, but it seems to be 
rather small /109 - 111/. 

The last term is due to the dipolar Interaction between 
polarised p3 orbital and the nucleus. This term is anisotro¬ 
pic, i.e. the dipolar field does not need to point in the same 
direction as the local magnetisation axis. The angle ©j is the 
angle between the dipolar field R$ (along the orbital p) ) 
and the direction defined by the first two terms Hg and H^. 

The meaning of this angle is particularly clear fpr the 
sample having applied a relatively strong external field. In 
such a case the isotropic terns Hg and H^ reorient along the 
external field defining, a nagnetlsatlon axis, but the last 
anisotroplc term remains defined by the orientation of or-
bitals p3 leading to the Incomplete saturation of the observed 
field. The field H$ nay be expressed as follows 

H0 - -(2/5) ,nB < r ^ f p , (2.11) 

The last dipolar tern (summed over all 5 indices) vanishes 
for a cubic environment and therefore could be expected only 
for the cases where the quadrupolar Interaction does not van¬ 
ish. This tern Is responsible for the deviation of the dlrec-
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tion of hyperfine field from the direction of the local mag¬ 

netisation axis /1O9/. 

All these mentioned above terms are caused toy the direct 

overlap (and/or covalent mixing) with the magnetic ion orbitals 

or may be due (at least partially) to the superexchange inter¬ 

action. For some almost isolated molecules they may be produced 

by the unpaired electrons in the molecular orbitals. In any 

case they are caused by the short range interaction not exce¬ 

eding several A. Some example of the separation of the trans¬ 

ferred field into isotropic and anisotroplc terms is given in 

figure 7. 

For a metallic material an additional tera may be present 

due to the polarisation of the conduction band. This term 

contains usually an Isotropic contribution only except the 

cases of highly asymmetric Fermi surfaces (in such cases some 

dipolar contributions may be present). The latter is unlikely 

to occur in cubic systems. The band polarisation may be the 

self-polarisation in extreme cases of itinerant magnets or 

may be mostly (solely) due to the interaction of conduction 

electrons with localised moments. For the latter (band polari¬ 

sation due to the localised moments} the contribution to the 

hyperfine field depends upon the distance and direction to the 

particular moment provided that only one kind of moments is 

present. For a cubio system only the.dependence upon the dis¬ 

tance remains and all contributions may be added vectorially 

( for a ferromagnet algebraically) provided that the lattice is 

not perfect, i.e. the coherence phenomena in electron propa¬ 

gation are negligible .For any really metallic systee this inter¬ 

action extends to a significant distance comparable with the 

scattering length of the conduction electron. This Interaction 

will be further discussed in the following section. 
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Pig. 7. The local environment of an Iodine ion in the low 
temperature monoclinic phase of ft- Fe..„Te (y « 0.11) 

129 i+* 
compound. The X Is produced by the irradiation of 
^ - Fej Te with thermal neutrons. The lattice 
paraneters are as follows /112/ a » 3.843 X, b » 
3.791 X, c » 6.264 % and ^ » 89.254°»90°. The 1 co¬ 
ordinates are: x • 0, y • 0.5, z • 0.273. The almost 
axlally symmetric electric field gradient is oriented 
practically along the S - axis. The iron moment pro¬ 
jections on the axes a, B, ć are as follows /112/ 
-0.49/lg, +1.46/iB and +1.36 ̂ ig. Therefore, the angle 
* • 50° between V„„ and the isotropic field Ł /112/. 

A + O 
.On the other hand, we observed the angle 6 • 64 - 5 
and the field I Hi- 14.2 T /113/. It is likely, that the 
aoisotropic field H a acts almost parallel to the VZT 



axis due to the local symmetry. Therefore, the field H 

may be decomposed into isotropic term IHJ * 16.7 T and 

anisotropic (Hi = 4.5 T or 17.0 T. These results have 

been obtained reinterpreting some older results /I13/ 

in ligbt of the accurate neutron diffraction data as 

provided by Fruchart et al. /H2/. Our older inter¬ 

pretation (rather wrong) has been based upon the struc¬ 

ture as obtained in the paper /114/ and extracted from 

the low resolution neutron diffraction patterns. The 

second value IB I - 17.0 T seems to be unlikely, but 

the final answer may be provided only by measurement 

performed upon the single crystal in the external 

field. 



3. MAGNETISM IN THE DILUTED HEUSLBR-TYPE SYSTEMS AT THE 
MICROSCOPIC LEVEL 

3 • 

The Beusler alloys are interaetallle coapounds crystal¬ 
lising with tbe forania AgBC In the cheaical structure as 
shown in figure 8 /115 - 119/. The typical eleaents oc-
caping X sites (Xj and I2) are Cu, Co, Hi, Hb or Pd, while the 
Z site eleaents are In, Sn, Sb, Al or Ga. Tbe Y sites are 
usually occupied by Un but soae alloys aay be prepared with 
V, Ti, Cr, Zr or Hf at this site /12O, 121/. For a perfectly 
ordered coapound the structure Is of tbe L2. type but aany 
kinds of substltutlonal disorder are possible, the aost often 
encountered being the disorder between X and Z sites leading 
in a case of coaplete disorder to tbe structure D03. For a 
partial disorder between X and Z sites the cbeaical foraula 
being AgBC for the L2j structure transforas Into (Ag C )B 
(A C1 ) where p is the probability to find a C atoa at the 
site X. This probability p • 0 for the L2j structure and p • 
a 1/2 for a coapletely disordered (in the given above sense) 
systea having the D03 structure /I22/. 
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Fig, 8. Chealcal unit cell of the Beusler phase . 
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It has been found that the ionic magnetic moments of para¬ 

magnetic components remain relatively well localised in the 

Heusler alloys. The alloys containing no localised magnetic 

moments are usually Pauli's paramagnets, e.g. Ni-TiSn or 

NioVSn /104, 123/. Magnetic components may be located at X 

and/or Y sites nhere the typical magnetic element of the Y 

site is Kin. For some alloys Un could be partly replaced by the 

other magnetic elements like Cr (only partly /i20/), Ti /120/ 

(it is not quite clear for some alloys does Ti carry any mag¬ 

netic moment, the system NioTiSn is obviously a Pauli's para-

magnet /104/) or Fe (in this case structure is deformed by 

tetragonal distortion /124, 125/; the distortion occurs also 

at low temperatures for many alloys). On the other hand, the 

typical X site magnetic element is Co /121/. It is Interesting 

to note, that the Mn moment remains practically constant in all 

these alloys being about 4 pB /US/, The magnetic fora-factor 

for manganese remains close to the value as expected for ita * 

/126, 127/. These facts could be explained only assuming that 

the interaction between Mn open shell and the solid state en¬ 

vironment is rather weak. The Cr and TI ions carry usually 

about 1 (Ug magnetic moment /120, 128/ where for the aagnetical* 

ly ordered phase Cr moment is coupled parallel to the manganese 

moments and that of Ti antiparallel /120, 128/. Por Co the sit¬ 

uation is much less clear as the Co localised moment seems to 

depend strongly upon the alloy composition, e.g. the following 

values for the Co moment have been measured: 1.06 p.* for 

Co2TiSn /I2i/, 0.80 ,MB for Co2ZrSn and COgHfSn /116/ (all from 

neutron diffraction patterns) and 0.28/1- for Co2VSn /123/ 

(from susceptibility data). If these data are consistent, it 

means that the Co open shell is strongly Influenced by the sol¬ 

id state environment. 

It should be mentioned, that Heusler alloys are relatively 

easy formed with 3d elements occupying X sites, it is sore 

difficult to obtain them with 4d elements and only very few 

are existing with 5d elements /121, 128, 129/. This trend 

could be explained in terms of the ionic radius increase as 



going from the 3d to 5d metals /122/. This idea is somewhat 
corroborated by the very existence ot PtMnSn and irMnSn (the 
latter non-stoichiometric compounds crystallising in the Cib 
and/or Cl structures /i29 - 132/ being similar to L2. and 
D03, respectively, except tbe absence of the X2 sublattice. 
It is interesting to note, that the manganese magnetic 
moment was observed to be lower (than for Mn ) and less con¬ 
stant aoross the last series of compounds. Namely, 2.2 (O.i)^uB 
has been observed for Ir1 QJ^^^ 07Sn0 86 Z 1 2 9/ and 3»* 5CO.i)^ 
/129/ or 3.37 ̂  /133/ for PtlfaSn. However, these data should 
be treated with some caution (as well as some data for Co) 33 
they were mostly obtained by extrapolation from points being 
still far from zero of tbe reduoed temperaturę (it has to be 
kept in mind, that overall magnetisation may differ signifi¬ 
cantly from tbe Brillouin-like behaviour for disordered 
systems - for more details see section 3.3). We will return 
to some problems concerned with the chemical structure discus¬ 
sing later some selected experimental results. 

Now, having this sketched introduction into tbe Heusler 
alloy topic, we would like to concentrate upon the most Im¬ 
portant problem of magnetic interaction leading to the magnet¬ 
ically ordered structure. The majority of alloys having only 
one kind of magnetic moments orders ferromagnetically with the 
easy axis of magnetisation being some principal crystallo-
graphic axis, e.g. [loqj , (ill] or &iol . The problem of the 
determination of this axis for a particular alloy Is usually 
irrelevant as considered from the stand-point of U0ssbau«r 
spectroscopy due to the fact that in the most of alloys quad-
rupolar Interaction as well as Goldanskil-Karyagln effect 
/45/ are absent owing to the oubic symmetry and dipolar terms 
are usually negligible (orbital momenta seem to be quenched 
for all encountered oases and the anlsotropy due to tbe or¬ 
bital momentum of tbe magnetlo Ion is negligible except may 
be at extremely lew temperature). For some alloys an ant1fer¬ 
romagnetic ordering has been found /63, 64/. The alloys 
Pd2UaInla,zSnz (0 < x ̂  0.4) and Pd2ifaIn1_ySby (0 < y < 0.2) 
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are examples of such antiferromagnets having Ai, A2 or A3A 
structures (within the chemical structure L2j or D0„) depend¬ 
ing upon the composition /134/. However, the Uftssbauer data 
(119Sn, 1 2 1Sb) /63, 64/ are found to be hardly explanable in 
terms of tbe mentioned above structures. Namely, quite signif¬ 
icant fields are observed for the sites having cancelled both 
transferred and dipolar terms /63, 64/. The latter result is 
not understood in our feeling without drastic change in the 
proposed magnetic structure. 

The coupling mechanism between localised moments is not 
very well understood for Heusler alloys despite significant 
effort (both theoretical and experimental) made up to date. 
It is clear that th<» direct d-d interaction (overlap and ex¬ 
change) can not be responsible for the magnetic coupling as 
the separation between moments is quite large (lattice con¬ 
stant is about 6 & slightly depending upon the alloy). Tbe 
same could be stated about tbe transferred field at least for 
Z sites and Ifa based alloys. 

Therefore, some indirect mechanisms should be considered. 
On the one hand, magnetism in the Heusler alloys seems to be 
relatively simple as compared with other d element magnets 
and thus the proper understanding of the Heusler systems may 
be important in the explanation of other d systems. On the 
other hand, it is much more complicated than for ionic or even 
covalent magnets and obviously more difficult for calculations 
than rare earth metallic systems having very weak s-f mixing 
as compared to the s-d mixing. 

Several models have been developed to account for tbe in¬ 
direct coupling as well as for the transferred field seen by 
diamagnetic ions. They could be roughly divided into three 
groups. The first of these uses a purely phenomenological ap¬ 
proach such as that of Stearns /135/. These models will not 
be considered further as it is believed that many correlations 
obtained within them are largely accidental and on the other 
hand, they are unable to give us some consistent picture ap¬ 
plicable to other more technologically important d magnets. 



The second class of models is based opon the conduction band 
polarisation and the third group opon the superexchange for-
nailSB in the fora of virtual double exchange as proposed by 
Kasoya /136-138/. These two latter groups could be in prin¬ 
ciple reconciled having the knowledge about the wave-function 
of the electrons responsible for the Magnetic coupling and/or 
field (spin density) transfer, but this information Is un¬ 
available at present. For the Mentioned above wave-function 
being rather localised (confined) it would be practical to use 
Kasuya's /137/ approach as the expansion Into atomic and/or 
molecular orbltals Is fast converging for such a case and the 
interaction (tranfer) has the short range character. Unfor¬ 
tunately , no quantitative calculations for the Heusler sys¬ 
tems are possible at present within this approach. On the 
other hand, for the long range Interaction (transfer) the con¬ 
duction band must be responsible as only conduction electrons 
propagate ter enough In the metallic system. The proper cal¬ 
culation of the wave-function for the electrons olose to the 
Fermi surface (those may be polarised) Is unfortunately too 
complicated to be performed for the He osier alloys either 
using as sophisticated method as one used for some simpler 
systems by Kanamorl et al. /139/ or even simpler approach 
within the APW and/or OPW framework. Therefore, usually a free 
electron approach (plane wave) Is used. The last approximation 
is obviously a severe limitation upon the quantitative ac¬ 
curacy of the coupling energy and transferred field value but 
it seems to affect a little the interaction length provided 
that the system is pretty metallic and the damping of the spin 
density due to the transverse scattering is negligible /121, 
129/ except Borne very large distance from the magnetic ion. 

There are several approaches to the calculation of the 
coupling constant and transferred field within the free elec¬ 
tron approximation. Usually, only independent pair correlation 
functions are taken into account. For the calculation of the 
coupling constant the most practical methods are as follows: 
1) Caroli-Blandin approach /14O/ based upon the use of the 
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virtual bound state and associated double-resonance coupling, 
2) RKKY aodel /141/ both leading to the long range spin density 
(Friedel) osci l lat ions . 

The RKKY (Ruderaan, Klttel , Kasuya, Yosida) aodel seeas to 
be superior for the technical reasons. It should be noted that 
the further expansion into the partial waves (Friedel approach) 
i s needed as only s-wave contributes to the local interaction 
in the non-relativlstic l imit . The cr i t ica l teaperature is ex¬ 
pressed as follows within this approxiaation /141/ 

3irB? a"s(s + i ) j * r-i 
Tc ° *, 2 — LF<*i> < 3 - 1 > 

where nQ stands for the naaber of free electrons per atoa, 
a* is the electron effective aass (approxiaated by the positive 
scalar rather than tensor), kp is the electron wave-vector at 
the Feral level, k stands for the Boltxaan's constant, "fi is the 
Planck's constant divided over 2tt, S stands for the spin of the 
ion having localised aoaent, Jgd is the exchange integral be¬ 
tween the s-iike part of free electron and a localised d ao-
aent and the function Kxj) has the fora 

F(x1) • x4 \_*i cos xA - stn XjJ (3.2) 

where x^ • 2kp Rj, R4 being the distance froa soae fixed arbi¬ 
trarily aagnetic site (provided, all aagnetic sites are equiva¬ 
lent) to another aagnetic site labelled by the index i. The 
suaaatlon is perforaed over all aagnetlc sites except the 
original site (it is assuaed, that all aoaenta are equivalent). 
The wave-vector kp is expressed as follows for the free elec¬ 
tron Halt 

kp - Ult4* » O / J V (3.3) 

where J L 0 stands for the average roluae occupied by an ion. 
For the critical teaperatare being positive a ferroaagnetic 
ordering occurs, while for the negative T an antlferroaagnetic 
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structure results; for Te = 0 material should formally remain 

in a paramagnetic state. 

The mentioned above approach can not be used directly for 

the calculation of a transferred field as this field should 

not depend ttithin this model upon the kind of diamagnetic ion 

used as a probe within this model. On the other hand, a very 

strong dependence of the transferred field upon the kind of 

probing ion is observed (see figure 9). The latter phenomenon 

could be explained either by the short range interaction models 

(different covalent nixing) and/or by the conduction electron 

models introducing some effective potential (electrostatic) 

localised at the given diamagnetic ion. Two theoretical ap¬ 

proaches have been developed to deal with this problem within 

the free electron Halt. The first one proposed by Geldart and 
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Pig. 9. Transferred fields close to saturation in the <<rro-

magnetlc Heusler alloy PdglinSb for different 5sp dia-

aagnetic impurities located at the site 2 (adopted 

from the paper by de Vaard et al. /142/). 
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Jena /143/ uses a potential calculated against the average 

background of the polarised electrons. This potential is dif¬ 

ferent for different polarisations due to the nagnetic splitting 

at the Fermi level. The potential is further used to calculate 

a local spin density by the standard method of solving a scat¬ 

tering problem. This method is somewhat inconvenient for mag¬ 

netically diluted systems as for such systems it is difficult 

to define the proper background level. The second approach 

developed by Blandin and Campbell /144/ overcomes this dif¬ 

ficulty using phenomenological phase shifts (due to the men¬ 

tioned above potential) for partial waves (we are interested 

in the s-wave). The difficulty is not overcome completely (we 

have to calculate the phase shift) but the phase shift could 

be expressed in terms of nQ and thus the number of Introduced 

free parameters is somewhat reduced. 

The transferred field H is expressed as follows within the 

latter formalism (for a ferromagnet) 

where p~ stands for the Bohr magneton, <S Z> is the time aver¬ 

aged spin projection on the local magnetisation axis, C stands 

for the Knight's constant being in fact hyperfine coupling 

constant in the scalar approximation (see equation (2.1)), R, 

is the distance from the diamagnetic ion to the i-th magnetic 

moment (all moments being equivalent) and the summation is 

performed over all magnetic moments. The phase shift $ for 

the a-partial wave is expressed as follows 

SQ » Ot/8) (Z - n0) (3.5) 

where Z stands for the valence charge of the diamagnetic Ion. 

The term Yj. bas been introduced /145, 146/ to account for the 

preasymptotic correction? at short distances Rj^iO kT due to 

the finite size of a magnetic form factor. It has been calcu-
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lated /145, 146/ that ^ »Tf/2 for Rj < 10 kl1 and v^» 0 for 

R. > 10 kZ In the case of an isolated magnetic moment. It has 

been shown later /121/ that ^ = 0 for the systems where the 

summation is performed over significant number of magnetic 

moments. 

The determination of the interaction length (transfer 

length) seems therefore to be a crucial problem in understand¬ 

ing of the magnetism in the Heusler and related to them sys¬ 

tems. There are several types of experiment able to deal with 

this problem. The measurements of the transferred fields on 

the dlamagnetic alloy constituents and/or imparities close to 

saturation (or against temperature) In the magnetically con¬ 

centrated systems are rather inconclusive /104, 121, 129/ as 

the observed fields and eventually dimenslonless second mo¬ 

ments (see section 1.4) for the substitutionally disorderd al¬ 

loys could be interpreted either assuming short range inter¬ 

action or using Blandin-Campbe11 model (for ordered systems 

the Geldart-Jena model could be also used) for the field cal¬ 

culation and RKKY approach for the transition temperature 

evaluation (the charge screeniag is believed to be included 

in the exchange integral J_d for the critical temperature 

evaluation). 

The measurements of the transport coefficients (e.g. elec¬ 

trical resistivity and/or cyclotron resonance - the latter 

being experimentally difficult In disordered systems oning to 

the demand of the very strong magnetic field) may be helpful 

but not necessarily conclusive In the case, where the valence 

electrons (magnetically polarised) are separated from the con¬ 

duction band by a significant energy gap. Unfortunately, no 

consistent measurements of the transport phenomena have been 

performed op to date for the Heusler systems and related ma¬ 

terials. 

Some very important experiments have been performed by Soda 

and Isblksfta /126, 127, 147/, see also /I/ as concerned with 

the interaction length. They measured spin wave spectra in the 

single crystals of ferromagnetically concentrated Heusler 
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systems containing Łta at Y sites and diamagnetic ions at the 
remaining sites. They were able to explain their data with the 
following model: 1) the dominant Interaction responsible for 
the coupling constant extends to the second nearest neighbour 
shell and can not be explained by the free electron approach, 
2) the manganese for* factor is found to be close to that cal¬ 
culated for a free Un + ion, 3) the magnetic coupling could be 
calculated within the model applicable for a Heisenberg system, 
i.e. system containing well localised moments, 4) however, 
some non-vanishing interaction has been found at least to the 
eight near-neighbour shell and it was explanable by a free 
electron limit beyond third neighbours. 

The mentioned above experiment seems to be really Important, 
bat it should be confirmed in the independent way especially 
by use of the ferroaagnetically diluted systems for the fol¬ 
lowing reasons: i) in order to explain spin-wave data some 
sophisticated multi-parameter dynamical models are essentially 
needed and the final results are somewhat model dependent, 
2) the measurements must be performed on the highly concentra¬ 
ted magnetic systems as otherwise magnon-magnon scattering can 
not be neglected /148 - 150/ and this very fact means that 
some collective phenomena can not be surely excluded (they may 
be observed as something similar to the long range interaction), 
3) the dynamical models are extremely sensitive for the sub-
stitutional disorder, the latter being on the other hand hard 
to evaluate from the neutron diffraction (or X-ray diffraction) 
data /122/. 

Ferromagnetically diluted Heusler systems may be investiga¬ 
ted mostly by the following two methods as far as the inter¬ 
action (transfer) length is concerned. The interaction length 
oay be deduced from the observation of the percolation limit. 
This limit has been calculated /1S1/ for the alloy Aglfc^Bj^C 
with the magnetic moment being entirely localised at lfn and 
found to be x « 0.13 for the interaction length being the 
distance to the second near-neighbour (magnetic) shell (for 
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tbe Interaction being confined within the first shell x * 0.20), 
Tbe result x » 0.13 (two shells involved) agrees rather well 
with the experimental data for the M2MnxV1-xSn system /120/ 
(see figure 10). However, the percolation limit itself, can 

Fig. 10 
Plot of Carle temperature ?c 
(in K) versos lfci concentration x 
for the alloys Ni2łfaxB1-xSn, 
where B • Ti, Cr or V (adopted 
from the paper by Campbell and 
Stager /120/). 

ft Of 0.4 
K — 

not be completely conclusive as it is obtained from the global 
susceptibility data and therefore no information Is gained 
about the local magnetio properties. 

The seoond method, being microscopic and therefore relevant 
for studies of the looal properties, depends upon the deter¬ 
mination of hyperflne fields at the diamagnetic component 
(mostly C and looated preferably at the site Z). Tbe MBssbauer 
technique seems to be superior for this purpose as it is much 
more sensitive for the field distribution than PAC (perturbed 
angular correlations). On the other hand, the NUH (nuclear 
magnetic resonance) spectra are difficult to be detected in 
these systems due to the presence of a distribution in hyper¬ 
flne field. The tin is the best choioe for the 110ssbauer work 
due to the following reasons: 1) relatively good resolution, 
2) tin is a natural oomponent in many Heusler systems. 



Some measurements of the type mentioned above have been 

reported previously, but tbe data have not been evaluated 

enough to reach significant conclusions. 

The system Co_ NiTiSn has been studied by the KJCsabauer 
119 *—x x 

method ( Sn) /104/ and it was tentatively concluded that the 

long range interaction can not be responsible for the observed 

second moment of the field distribution. On tne other band, 

the assumption that the interaction (transfer) vanishes beyond 

the first near-neighbour shell and the substitution is random 

at X sites reproduced quite well experimental second moments. . 

However, some facts remained rather unexplained. The localised 

Co moment behaves rather erratically as studied against dla-

magnetic Ni concentration. This means that Ti carries probably 

some permanent moment except for x being close to t«o. On tbe 

other hand, tbe alloy homogeneity seems to be questionable as 

spectra taken approximately half-way from saturation to the 

critical point exhibited large paramagnetic component (absent 

at saturation) but practically no relaxation phenomena (see 

section 1.6) and no change in the dimensionless second moment 

(see section 3.3). 

Therefore, it has been concluded that some Mn based alloy 

should be selected for the dilution experiment as the manganese 

moment seems to be unaffected by tbe dilution process. Data 

obtained during the selection of tbe .proper alloy are summa¬ 

rised and discussed in tbe following section. 

3.2. Mgggaggse^ Based 

The best understood Heusler systems are: CiulinSn, N 

and PdgMnSn as far as tin is concerned to be the unique com¬ 

ponent at the Z site. Tbe system CuoMnSn seems to be attractive 

as a basic alloy for the further dilution, but it has been 

found /152/ that the phase segregation occurs in the diluted 

forms (usually at a relatively small scale). The remaining al¬ 

loys are equally attractive and the PdgktaSn system may be 



superior for the neutron diffract ion work. The most convenient 
di luents are Cr, Ti and V as far as the ionic radi i are con¬ 
sidered. 

We will discuss now the r.?t of data obtained in the course 
of preparation of tbe diluted alloys AgMn^B^^n (A » Ni, Pd; 
B « Cr, Ti, V) either by tbe UOssbauer technique or otherwise. 
The detai ls of sanple preparation and some technical aspects 
of MSssbauer experiments are described in the Appendix II . 
The reader i s referred to the original literature as far as 
sample preparation, detailed results and some technical as¬ 
pects are concerned with other dilated systems (mostly Co 
based alloys) /104/ . 

I . Hl2»taxCr1-xSn 

This system has been found to crystal l i se as an Beusler 
phase ( i . e . intermediate between L2, and D03) for x being In 
the range 0.4 < x < 1 /120/ , For the Cr concentration exce¬ 
eding 60% no single phase has been obtained. The la t t ice con¬ 
stant a, magnetic moment per molecule fx (close to saturation 
at 4.2 K), paramagnetic moment per manganese atom p, ferro¬ 
magnetic transition temperaturę Tn and paramagnetic transition 
temperature 
taken from the paper by C 

6 are l i s ted in Table II (these data have been 
•pbell and Stager / 1 2 0 / ) . 

Table II Some crystallographic and magnetic data for the 
system Ni9lfa_Cr, „Sn. /120/ 

x j a (A) Tc (K) ( I ) 
i 

345 (2) J359(2) 
308 (2) 320(2) 
277 (2) 291(2) 
220 (2) 233(2) 

1 j6.060 (0.003) 
0.8 16.054 (0.002) 
0.6 j6.052 (0.003) 
0.4 i 6.032 (0.002) 

4.04 (0.10) 
3.68 (0.10) 
2.88 (0.07) 
2.11 (0.05) 

5.05 (0.25) 
5.21 (0.25) 
5.37 (0.27) 
5.75 (0.28) 
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The plot of a ferromagnetic transition tenperature versus z 

is also shown in figure 10, The lattice constant a for N~i2lfnSn 

is found to be in good agreement with the results of Webster 

/153/ (6.052 £) and Castelliz /154/ (6.048 X) but compares 

unfavourably with the value obtained by Shinohara /15S/ 

(6.032 8). The magnetic parameters for NigUnSn are in good 

agreement with those reported by Webster /153/ and Shinohara 

/155/. The mentioned above set of susceptibility data could 

be explained in the simplest way assuming that Cr carries a 

magnetic moment being about 1 ̂u,. and coupled ferromagnetically 

to the manganese moments /120, 128/. This assumption has been 

confirmed by the low temperature neutron diffraction data 

/156/. We will not discuss here problems concerned with the 

permanent moment formation in the Heusler alloys as the ionic 

wave-functions are very bard to be estimated for such oases. 

Some quantitative considerations about this problem may be 

found in literature /128, 136/ together with some experimental 

attempts to solve this problem. 

The electron microprobe investigation bas shown that Cr 

diluted alloys were never completely homogenous /15T/. This 
119 

result has been confirmed by Sn UBssbauer spectroscopy 

where it was found that spectra exhibited complicated field 

distributions being tractable by the Window's method /57/ but 

hard to interpret further. 

We will return further to the more detailed discussion of 

the system Nl„MnSn. 

II. 

This system has been found to crystalise as an Heusler 

phase for the whole range of x. The crystallographlc and mag¬ 

netic parameters are summarised in Table III (data taken from 

the paper by Campbell and Stager /I20/; tbe meaning of symbols 

is the same as in Table II). 

The plot of a ferromagnetic transition temperature versus x 

Is also shown In figure 10. 
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Table Iii Some crystallographic ana aa»netlc data for the 

system NiglfajTi^Sn /120/ 

X 

0 . 8 

0 , 6 

0 . 4 

0 . 2 
0.0 

• 

a 

6.076 
6.081 

6.098 

6.097 
6.097 

(X) 

( 0 . 

( 0 . 

003) 
004) 

(0.003) 

( 0 . 
( 0 . 

003) 
003) 

/><• 

3.18 

2.04 

1.20 

0.47 

(0.1) 

(0.1) 

(0.1) 

(0.1) 

F ( 

5.00 

5.05 

4.85 

4.81 

* • > 

( 0 . 

( 0 . 
( 0 . 

25) 
25 ) 

25) 
(0.25) 

*e 

334 
308 

297 

261 

(K) 

( 4 ) 

( 2 ) 

( 2 ) 
( 2 ) 

<>„ 

311 
270 

264 

233 

« i 
( 2 ) 
( 5 ) 
( 4 ) 

( 4 ) 

— 

The lattice conatant a for NlgTiSn agrees quite well with 
the values reported previously by Krlpyakevitch and Markiv 
(6.096 X) /158/, Fujlta et al. /123/, Jeltsebko /159/ (6.097 X) 
and Oflrlloh et al. /104/ (6.094 X). It is interesting to note 
that the lattice constant regains the sane for all VI concen¬ 
trations being between 60% and 100% (for other concentrations 
Vegard's law is rather well obeyed). This fact remains un¬ 
explained, but similar behaviour has been observed in Tl-doped 
CoGa alloys /160/. 

The susceptibility data could be again explained assuming 

that Tl carries about 1 p^ magnetic moment coupled antiferro-

magnetically to the Manganese moments. The low temperature 

neutron diffraction patterns agree with this assumption /156/. 

The electron microprobe test has shown that these alloys 

were fairly homogeneous (within several percent of the Tl con¬ 

centration) /157/. 

The set of relevant Mossbauer data is summarised In Table IV. 

The symbol S stands for the lsomer (total) shift as measured 

relative to the CaSnO3 source at about 298 E (the source tem¬ 

perature being equal to the absorber temperature). For the 

sample x • 0.8 no isoaer shift Is quoted as this sample at 

298 K is close to the transition p- int and on the other hand 
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Table IV lIBssbaaer data for the system (adopt**) from the paper /!/) 

X 

0 

0 . 2 

0 . 4 

0 . 6 

o; 8 

1 .0 

1.324(0.009) 

1.247(0.012)a 
1.829(0.032)1 

1.339(0.008) 

1.355(0.008) 

-

1.350(0.011)* 

(T) 

-

0 

0 

1.29(0 

-

4.98(0 

— — 

,04) 

.03) 

-

-

76.7(6.8 

-

18.0(0.6 

2 -

2 . 

9 . 

-

I 

41(0.26) 

59(0, 

08(0. 

88) j 

27) 

01 ) 

V 2 ) 
(*) 

-
-177.4 

208.J (92.4) 

59.9(8.2) 

-

6.4(0.1) 

Cl 
(*) 

9 5 . 

90. 

5 9 . 

2 2 . 

-

8(0. 

2(0. 

8(1. 

-

2(0. 

3 ) 

3) 

2 ) 

3) 

• - aaln ooaponent 
s - seoond ooaponent 

* Derived froa aagnetloally split spectrum. Weighed average of two sites. 

The ooaponents separation coaparable with experimental error. 



all isorner (total) sblfts should be quoted at the save tempe¬ 

rature. The errors quoted for S are statistical ones including 

calibration error. However, the systematic error for the whole 

data set nay be as large as £o.5 mas" . For other parameters 

calibration errors hare been neglected due to their smallness. 

The remaining parameters have been derived from magnetically 

split spectra recorded close-to saturation (at about 6.5 K) 

with the source being kept at room temperature (about 298 K). 

For more details see Appendix II. The symbol <H>. stands for 

the average field (neglecting sign) at the site labelled "1", 

&2(i) for the corresponding dimenslonless second moment, <B>2 
and S2(2) describe the same parameters for the site "2" and 

C. stands for the site "1" contribution to the whole spectrum. 

All data are quoted from the paper by Blrenal1 et al. /I/. 

The sample with x « 0.8 exhibits a complicated field dis¬ 

tribution being hard to Interpret. It has to be noticed that 

similar behaviour has been observed for Ni2Uu0 gV0 2Sn and 

Pd2*nQ 8
V0 2 S n 8T8teB** ** a*T* n o convincing explanation for 

this phenomenon but it seems likely that some kind of the very 

local segregation of magnetic and non-magnetic components does 

occur at this concentration and it remains hard to be detected 

in the paramagnetic region. 

The two site spectra in the paramagnetic region (not always 

clearly detectable) are due to the disorder between X and Z 

sites. Namely, some amount of tin remains at X sites and some 

nickel atoms are transferred to the Z sites. Very careful mea¬ 

surements of the X-ray pattern intensities at room temperature 

for Ni2MnSn indicate that about 10% of tin atoms are transferred 

to the nickel sites /122/. On the other hand, the low field 

component in the Iftssbauer spectrum makes about 22% contribution 

to the whole spectrum. It could be therefore concluded that 

this component is due to tin occupying X sites. The discrepancy 

( 22% against 10%) is explanable by the fact that these two tech¬ 

niques see different Debye-Waller factors. Namely, X-ray tech¬ 

nique sees the average Debye-Waller factor for X sites (due to 

tin and nickel) and the USsabauer technique sees only the tin 
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Debye-Waller factor. Additionally, tbe parameter C1 la derived 

at low temperature as ooapared to tbe X-ray data recorded at 

room temperature, but the latter fact as well as possible dif¬ 

ference between Debye-Waller factors at X and Z sites, respec¬ 

tively, causes only minor corrections. Therefore, the value of 

the paraaeter C1 recorded close to saturation Bay be regarded 

as fairly good measure of the disorder in the concentrated sys¬ 

tem, like NljlfaSn especially keeping in mind that this para¬ 

meter is obtainable in a mach more accurate cay from MBssbauer 

data than diffraction patterns. 

For other alloys, situation is more oomplex as two sites 

are due to two reasons: 1) crystallographlo disorder (not al¬ 

ways detectable in the paramagnetic phase), 2) the very exist¬ 

ence of antiferromagnetlcally coupled Ti moments. The latter 

cause leads to the presence of large low field or even unspllt 

component and it is also responsible for relatively broad dis¬ 

tribution of field. 

It should be also noted that the isomer shift of the main 

oomponent (Z site) passes a shallow minimom as going from 

Ni2TiSl to Mi2lmiSn. The same behaviour is observed for 

Niglmi^Vj^Sn system. There is no immediate explanation of this 

observation bat this resalt may be important for eventual mo¬ 

lecular orbital calculations. 

Por Ml2mnSn the larger field 9.59 T is in good agreement 

with that reported previously /155, 161/. neither of the 

earlier workers detected the smaller field component. In the 

work of Shimohara /1S5/ the HUB method presumably was unable 

to detect the second component because of its broad distri¬ 

bution, while the previous lMssbauer spectra were not analysed 

with enough care. 

Several typloal apectra are shown In figure 11. 
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III. Ni2lfaxV1-xSn 

The system Ni2lfaxV1_iSn has been found to crystallise as an 

Heusler phase for the whole range of x. The crystallographic 

and magnetic parameters corresponding to those given for other 

systems are summarised in Table T (data taken froa the papei 

by Campbell and Stager /I20/) . 

Table V Soae crystallographic and •agnetlc data for the sys 

tea Hi2l*txV1-xSn /120/ 

1—— 
1 X 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

i 

a (i) 

6.060(0.003) 

6.057(0.003) 

6.054(0.003) 

6.050(0.004) 

6.037(0.003) 

^ B > 

3.20(0.08) 

2.31(0.06) 

1.61(0.04) 

0.60(0.03) 

5.07(0.26) 

5.29(0.26) 

5.39(0.27) 

5.31(0.26) 

266(2) 

197(2) 

110(3) 

45(5) 

v« 
359(2) 

283(2) 

198(2) 

70(5) 
i 

i 

For the saaple with x * 0.2 the value for ,n aay be not com¬ 

pletely relevant as at 4.2 X the sample is still not saturated 

(see below). 

The plot of a ferromagnetic transition temperature versus x 

is also shown in figure 10. The lattice constant a for NlgVSn 

agrees with the values reported previously by Krlpyakevltoh 

and Uarklv /158/ and Jeitschko /159/ (6.035 £). Fujita et »1. 

/123/ have found a.» 6.04 £. 

The magnetic data could be explained assuming that V carries 

no. magnetic moment. This finding is corroborated by the low 

temperature neutron diffraction data /156/. Therefore, this 

system may be regarded as really diluted ferromagnet. 

The electron mlcroprobe investigation confirmed a complete 

homogeneity of the system /157/ as far as the microprobe 
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results are relevant (several tenths of ûm spatial resolution). 
The set of relevant MOssbauer data is summarised in Table VI 

following the work by Birehall et al. /!/. The. meaning of sym¬ 
bols is the same as for Table XV. The parameter C± is estimated 
from the low temperature magnetically split spectrum in the 
same way as for NigMa^Tij^Sn system as high temperature spec¬ 
tra are less reliable in this aspect. For higher Un concentra¬ 
tion the disorder is visible only In the magnetically split 
spectra (some exception Is NigifaSn). Fortunately for the more 
diluted Nl2lfaxv1_xSn alloys the separation between two com¬ 
ponents is large enough to see the disorder in high tempera¬ 
ture spectra. This disorder has been found to be large enough 
to be easy detectable for Ni2VSn, but for H12»*»O 2VQ gSn it 
was found to be barely detectable. Therefore, the latter alloy 
•ay be considered as almost perfect L2j structure. The last 
statement Is corroborated by the fact that low temperature 
spectra of this sample could be always treated within the sin¬ 
gle site approximation. 

Thus, it could be concluded that the Niglfa^V. _Sn alloys 
with x being close to 0.2 satisfy all necessary conditions to 
be regarded as ferromagnetlcally diluted (close to percolation 
limit), homogeneous and otherwise rathe? ordered Heusler (12^) 
systems. 

Some typical MJssbauer spectra are shown in figure 12. 

This system has been Investigated for the following reaaocn: 
1) vanadium has been found previously as a good diluent, i.e. 
introducing no magnetic moment, 2) Pd is a very convenient 
element in the neutron diffraction work at a magnetically or¬ 
dered region. The ultimate task would be the preparation of 
8ingle crystals for the spin-wave measurements close to satu¬ 
ration (it should be mentioned that for dilated systems ap¬ 
plicability of the spin-wave approach la limited to a very nar¬ 
row region being olose te saturation - ••• next section). 
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However, the results as obtained op to date seem to be rather 
disappointing. 

Magnetic susceptibility Measurements gave the following fer¬ 
romagnetic transition temperatures, T » Of 71.5, 89, 129, 169 
and 160 K, for the Pd2Mn_V1___Sn sample a with x • 0, 0.2, 0.4, 
0.6, 0.8 and i.O, respectively /122/. The Carle point for 
PdoMiSn is in rather good agreement with that previously re¬ 
ported by Natera et al. /162/. 

Powder X-ray and neutron diffraction patterns, obtained at 
room temperature, indicate the presence of the Heusler phase 
in all samples, bat some non-Heusler peaks were detected in the 
x * 0, 0.2 and 0.4 samples /122/. 

The UBssbauer data recorded at room temperature are listed 
in Table VII. The lsomer shifts S. and S, were calibrated for 
each run with help of the CaSnOg absorber and thus errors 
quoted my be regarded as total absolute errors (regaining con¬ 
ditions being almost the same as for previous systems). 

Table VII Boom temperature (source and absorber temperature 
being about 295 K) MBssbmuer results for 
Pd21*1xVl-xSl11 all°y* (data adopted from the paper 
by Birchall et al. /122/) 

I X 

j 1.0 
i 0.8 

0 . 6 
0 . 4 

0 . 2 

I o.o 
!.., „ 

—————— 
Spurns-1) 

1.564(0.008) 

1.548(0.008) 

1.573(0.008) 

1.429(0.013) 
1.372(0.010) 

1.275(0.010) 

0.432(0.006) 

0.457(0.005) 
0.577(0.006) 
0.529(0.014) 

0.451(0.010) 

0.350(0.012) 

2 
2 

2 

S2(mms" 

_ 

-
.019(0. 

.077(0. 

.105(0. 

112) 
Oil) 

010) 

0.529(-) 

0.45K-) 
0.425(0.015) 

\ -

i 

2 2 . 

3 5 . 

4 2 . 

( * ) 

0 

o 0 i 
7(1.3)5 
2(0.6)1 
8(0.8)j 

i 
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The linewidtbs F ± and ?2 are tbe absorber linewidths as the 
fall transmission integral method has been used. Tbe errors 
quoted for tbe linewidths determination accuracy are uncorreoted 
for tbe calibration errors, tbe latter being minor. Soae sys-
teaatic errors «ay be also involved doe to tbe error of tbe 
source linewidth estivation. Tbe paraaeter C2 stands for tbe 
contribution of tbe second component to tbe whole spectrua. 
Rooa temperature spectra are shown in figure 13. Tbe Wssbaner 
as well as diffraction results Indicate tbe presence of a se¬ 
cond phase for values of z being less than 0.6. There Is an 
increasing trend to aore positive isoaer shift for tbe second 
component as tbe vanadium content increases* Tbe linewidth of 
this component is quite narrow indicating a oubic tin environ¬ 
ment. This additional line can not be due to a binary tin-va¬ 
nadium alloy since isomer shifts of these alloys are about 
1.6 DOTS**1 /163, 164/. It has been found that palladium-tin al¬ 
loys have isoaer shifts which range froa about 1.4 ans"1 to 
about 2.4 BBS depending upon the tin concentration /165,166/. 
From tbe isomer shift observed we conclude that tbls phase 
could be close to the PdSn2 composition. However, a ternary 
phase can not be elialnated. Tbe other, major, cubic phase 
moves progressively to less positive Isoaer shift values as 
tbe impurity phase increases in relative amount. Tbe major com¬ 
ponent also has a relatively narrow linewidth Indicating a 
cubic environment as would be expected for a Heusler phase; 
however this phase must be considerably depleted in tin. Sam¬ 
ples having x ^ 0.6 show only one Heusler phase. In these sam¬ 
ples there is noted a steady increase in linewidth with de¬ 
creasing value of x suggesting soae kind of disorder in the 
system. Tbe isomer shift for Pd2UnSn, 1.564 (8) aas"

1, aay be 
compared with the value reported by Rush et al. /64/ of 
1.492(2) mas"1. The linewidths given by Rush et al. /64/ at 
0.85 mas*1 and by Tenhover and Booleu and /167/ at 0.93 ams"1 

(both values given in the Lorentsian approximation, i.e. to¬ 
gether with the source linewidtb) are also the saae as those 
listed in Table VII. 
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Pig. 13. Room tempe¬ 
rature spectra for the 
system PdgMa^V^Sn 
/122/ . 

VELOCITY (mm/*) 
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Tbe Ion temperature Mflssbauer data ( source and absorber 

temperature being 4 .2 K, i . e . c l o s e to s a t u r a t i o n ) are l i s t e d 

i n Table VIII fo l lowing tbe paper by B ircna l l e t a l . / 1 2 2 / . 

Tbe corresponding s p e c t r a are shown i n f igure 14. 

-« 0 

VELOCITY (mm/t) 

Pig. 14, Low temperature, Magnetically sp l i t UBssbauer spectra 
for Pd2Un V _sn alloys. The error-bar diagrams are 
also shown / 1 2 2 / . 
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We were unable to get a reasonable fit for the sample with 

x » 0.8 due to the complicated field distribution probably 

caused by some segregation process. 

Table VIII Low temperature UOssbauer data for the system 

PdjJfc-Y, Sn, The Meaning of symbols is the sane 

as for Table VI, Data have been adopted from the 

reference /122/ 

(T) (T) 

8,(2) I C 
(*) i i 

I 
19.8(0.6) I 16.1(1.0) j 

67.0(1.9) I 36.7(1.8) j 

1.0 j1.49(0.08) 220.8(4.7) 

0.6 ! 1.36(0.03) j 0 

3.75(0.02) 

! 2.24(0,04) 

--*. 

The zero valne for S"2(i) in the sample baring x • 0.6 should 

be regarded as rather artificial. Simply, we had to constrain 

Sgd) as a fixed parameter to get a convergent fit owing to 

the poor resolution as bserved for this particular sample. 

The larger field value In PdgitoSn agrees well with those 

previously reported /63, 167, 168/ and the smaller field com¬ 

ponent has been observed also by Bush et al. /63/. The results 

for PdjjMnSn alloy almost parallel those for NiglfaSn and there¬ 

fore the second field component Is Interpreted as arising from 

the tin located at Pd sites. Unfortunately, there are no dif¬ 

ferences in Isooer shift between these two sites and diffrac¬ 

tion methods are unable to detect mentioned above disorder. 

The same type of disorder la seen also for diluted alloys. If 

the energy difference between a C atom located at an X site 

and Z site respectively is comparable to the thermal excita¬ 

tion energy at some blocking temperature I.e. the temperature 

at which diffusion becomes very slow, than no L2j structure 

could be obtained and a structure intermediate between the L2. 
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and DO- would result. On the other band, it is Interesting to 
note that Webster and Ramadan /I34/ found no Pd-In or Pd-Sb 
disorder in the PdgMnSn^Inj^ and PdglteSn^Sb^ systems, re¬ 
spectively. 

It is apparent that the Pd2**1xVl-iSn svsteB is ""ch less 
stable than the corresponding Vl2

Un
x
}f±^x

Sa system. Even pro¬ 
longed annealing at 1000°C produced no improvement in the sys¬ 
tem with formal composition PdgVSn. Well defined Heusler phases, 
however, were obtained for NigVSn. It Is interesting to note 
that very few Heusler phases are formed by the third row tran¬ 
sition metals Os, Ir, Pt while many are formed by first row 
metals. Perhaps the stability of the Heusler phase depends 
very critically upon the sizes of the metals involved in each 
case and for Pd, closer In size to Pt than to Nl, the Heusler 
phase with Ifa, V and Sn is on the borderline of stability. 

3.3. f2£iJJii£H-£l-S-S[£2Eli5£-£i£ifl-2iSiEiSHii22-Hii&-ife£ 
Temperature 

There is no immediate correlation between the average trans¬ 
ferred field, dimensionless second moment and the magnetic mo¬ 
ment per unit cell even within the particular series of dilated 
alloys being investigated close to saturation. This fact la due 
to the complexity of the transfer mechanism and could be ex¬ 
plained only by the detailed knowledge about the electron wave-
-functions being at present no available. However, the situation 
simplifies If we look at the particular ferromagnetioally di¬ 
luted and otherwise homogeneous alloy at different temperatu¬ 
res within the magnetically ordered region provided that the 
average transferred field follows the spontaneous magnetisation 
within the domain In the absence of an external field. The lat¬ 
ter statement is by no means generally true /169, 170/ but for 
ferromagnets having rather localised and otherwise Isolated 
spins (like in manganese based Hensler systems) it may be re¬ 
garded as quite well satisfied (see below). For a ferroma¬ 
gnetic system containing one kind of spin the average trans-



ferred field (for a given type of site) is thus proportional 
to the Magnetisation (within the domain) and to the expectation 
value of the tine averaged spin projection on the magnetisation 
axis. The dominant term in the interaction Haniltonian Tk^ of 
the spin S(rA) located at the site r^ with the remaining spins 
has the form (see equation (2.1)) 

Ł - - Z__i Jdr, - rj ) S (r.) . S(r,) (3.6) 
-i j ^ i J i J 

neglecting terms following from the correlation functions 
higher in order than the pair correlation function and term of 
the type£Ś(r£) • §(?.,)[] . The latter terms as well as Lorentz 
and demagnetisation effects (together with other terms partial¬ 
ly expressed by the equation (2.1)) are usually negligible. 
The external field effect has been omitted as we are interested 
in the spontaneous ordering in the absence of an external 
field. The paraneter j(| ?A - rJ ) describing the exchange in¬ 
tegral depends only upon the distance between two magnetic 
sites In a homogeneous and isotroplc medium. It may be re¬ 
garded also as temperature and time Independent scalar for 
the systems we are Interested in. The summation must be per¬ 
formed over all relevant sites. 

For such a case the coupling constant of the spin S(?1) to 
the whole spin ensemble may be evaluated in the following way 

C(ri) - - C Jdr, - rJ )<b| S(rt) • §(?,) I 0> (3.7) i j ^ i j i j 

at zero temperature. The state |O> Is the ground state of the 
crystal and C(r.,) stands for the expectation value of tb<* 
Hamlltonian Ł at zero temperature. The constant C(r^) defines 
the transition temperature (to the paramagnetic state) by the 
following relationship 

© ( r p - C(ri) k"1 (3.8) 

where k stands for the Boltzman's constant and Q^r^) may be 
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regarded as the local transition temperature. Tbe latter is 

usually a phenomenological paraneter due to tbe difficulties 

in calculation of exchange integrals. Tbe transition tempera¬ 

ture experimentally observed nay differ somewhat from Q(r^) 

due to the rearrangement of the spin ensemble at finite tempe¬ 

ratures. 

For the systems being ferromagnetically concentrated and/or 

having long range Interaction (transfer) distance 6(r1)sconst 

as the choice of tbe origin (within the lattice vortices) has 

no influence upon the summation. On the other hand, for systems 

being ferromagnetically dilated and having short range inter¬ 

action (transfer) distance the value for Q(? i) may exhibit a 

considerable distribution. Tbe last statements are rather un¬ 

affected by tbe finite temperature effects. 

For tbe finite temperature the expectation value <SiJ;> of 

the time averaged spin projection upon the quantisation (ma¬ 

gnetisation) axis (and thus transferred field and magnetisa¬ 

tion) shoald be calculated using the density operator g (see 

equations (2.2) and (2.3)). Unfortunately, the density opera¬ 

tor g is not readily available due to the difficulties In 

evaluation of the total Hamiltonian H . There are many approx¬ 

imate methods developed to deal with this problem /171/. 

The best approximations are obtained within the time (tem¬ 

perature) dependent Green's function- or RPA (random phase ap¬ 

proximation) method. Unfortunately, Heusler alloys seem at 

present too complicated to apply these sophisticated methods. 

The other class of relatively simpler methods is composed of 

these dealing quite well with tbe mentioned above problem at 

particular temperature regions but otherwise hard to apply. 

The spin-wave method may be usually applied close to satura¬ 

tion /172, 173/ while Bethe-Peierls-Weisa or renormalisatlon 

group approach in the critical region /174-179/, the expansion 

into T~ (T being temperature) power series of the partition 

function could be applied at very high ter^rainres where all 

spins are truly decoupled /171, 180/. Thesw methods are not 

of great Interest to as as our task Is to describe the magne-
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tisation in the whole temperature range from saturation till 

critical point with the possible minimum number of parameters. 

The band models, e.g. Stoner or Vonsovskil - Zener models (or 

more sophisticated Frledel approach) /171/ are difficult to be 

applied to the temperature dependence of magnetisation as not 

very aach is known about the band structure in Heusler alloys. 

Therefore, we are practically left with the molecular field 

approach /l7i/; This approach being very simple in its basic 

form reproduces quite well magnetisation or averaged hyperfine 

(transferred)field in ferromagnets having rather well localised 

moments. Some discrepancies may occur mostly at saturation 

(those being minor) and very close to the critical point (usu¬ 

ally just below the critical point). Namely, the critical ex¬ 

ponent calculated within the molecular field theory is rather 

0.5 than 0.38 as expected from dimensionality arguments within 

the renormalisatlon group /177/. Therefore, the magnetisation 

falls less steep within the molecular field theory than ex¬ 

pected. However, it should be remembered, that renorma.'nation 

group arguments apply only to the perfect and infinite system 

(ability to develop an Infinite fluctuation) what is not the 

case for diluted ferromagnets. On contrary, it has been obser¬ 

ved that for diluted (disordered) systems magnetisation falls 

even less steep than expeoted from the simple molecular field 

theory. The molecular field theory does not work properly also 

in the paramagnetic region close to the critical point (at ze¬ 

ro external field), but this region is not very interesting in 

UOssbauer spectroscopy as far as no strong external fields are 

applied. 

The average transferred field (hyperfine field or magneti¬ 

sation) may be calculated solving the following set of equa¬ 

tions /17l/ (above the critical point and in the absence of an 

external field there is no solution, but this case is trivial 

as the magnetisation is always zero in such a case): 

- fa . Js"1(2S+l)tanh"1[|s"1(2S+i)y]-Js"1tanh"1[Js"1y] 
(3.9) 
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with 

y « (3Sb© )/C(S + 1) TU + g ̂ g SHo/(kT) 

where <H> stands for the field (neglecting sign) at tempera¬ 

ture T, <H> stands for the saturation field and thus h is 

the reduced field (0<sh^i)f S is the spin associated «ith the 

localised aoaent, 6 stands for the critical temperature i.e. 

•olecular field constant (see equation (3.8)), g is the giro-

•agnetic f 3tor of the localised aoment, k is the Boltzman's 

constant and H stands for the external field corrected for 

demagnetisation and Lorentz effects (the latter effects being 

usually small). The external field (if applied) must be strong 

enough to saturate the domain structure and overcome anisctrogy 

energy, but on the other hand weak enough not to change the 

glromagnetic factor. Usually, the giromagnetic factor g and 

• pin S are known independently. Thus, the theory Introduces 

only two intrinsic , i.e. solid state dependent, parameters to 

be Measured, naaely, the critical temperature Q and the satu¬ 

ration field <H) 0. 

The set of equations (3.9) could be solved analytically (in 

the approximate way) close to saturation and Just below the 

critical point /171/. The critical exponent may be calculated 

in the region of scaling laws applicability (no external field, 

teaperature just below the critical point) and it happens to 

be 0.5 /171/. However, for the quite arbitrary temperature the 

solution must be obtained numerically. 

It has been observed, that for a large class of dilated fer-

roaagnets the observed spontaneous magnetisation versus tempe¬ 

rature behaves like a much more flat function than predicted 

by the molecular field theory. This phenomenon has been obser¬ 

ved both in the heat capacity and susceptibility data /181/ as 

well as in hyperfine fields measured by UBssbauer technique 

/182/ ( Gd spectroscopy in the diluted ferromagnets 

0dz0e1_zRu2 being Lores phases). This observation indicates 

that the system remains critical in a wider teaperature range 

than predicted by the molecular field theory. Peter et al. /181/ 
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proposed to modify the molecular field theory to account for 

this effect. They found that the temperature dependent mole¬ 

cular field constant 

9 « Te + B(T - Tc) (3.10) 

describes quite veil the experimental data /18i/, The symbol 

TQ stands in this case for a transition temperature and B is 

the third phenomenological parameter ( O < B < 1 ) . This approach 

has been proven to describe consistently data obtained by dif¬ 

ferent techniques /182/. However, it must be stressed i that it 

remains purely phenomenological. It should be mentioned ad¬ 

ditionally that for B not exceeding about 0.5 the deviations 

from what is expected in the standard theory (B»0) are not 

very significant. 

The modified molecular field theory has been used to eva¬ 

luate the observed average transferred field values versus 

temperature in the Heusler systems Ni.Un V^ Sn /I/, The data 

have been obtained in the zero external field (note, that for 

classical magnetisation measurements the zero field data may 

be obtained only from extrapolation; the latter procedure may 

be sometimes aabigous, especially for diluted systems). The fol¬ 

lowing parameters were used as variables: <H>0, TQ and B (ac¬ 

tually, the third fitted parameter was d, -CB/d-BflT"1 for the 

numerical reasons).The giromagnetic factor g is of course ir¬ 

relevant as no external field is applied. It is not possible 

to use as a variable the spin value S owing to the following 

facts: 1) it has only discrete values, 2) the theory is not 

very sensitive for the spin value - in fact it does not deviate 

very much from the classical Langevln's approach /lTi/. The 

spin value S « 5/2 has been adopted /I/ as such spin is ex¬ 

pected for the Ua configuration. This value does not agree 

perfectly with the magnetic moment as determined from the 

susceptibility data /128/. However, it should be noted that the 

dominant term in the interaction Hamilton!an H^ has the form 
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rather than 

S' « - JJ 
o 

(3.12) 

where p„ is the Bohr magneton, §z stands for the spin pro¬ 

jection operator on the magnetisation axis, E^ is the mole¬ 

cular field being practically constant within the Interaction 

volume and gA stands for the electron giromagnetic factor. The 
© 

integration has to be performed over the magnetic ion volume 

and 
)| 2] (3.13) 

where *v̂ f(r) stands for the wave-function of electrons with 

spins polarised along the magnetisation axis and Y t ^ ) stands 

for the analogous function of electrons with spins being po¬ 

larised opposite to the mentioned above axis (the situation 

is somewhat similar to the hyperfine anomaly). For any co-

valent mixing, it could be expected that gef{ • . ^g(r)d r 

would be rather smaller than ge as it is observed in the 

Heusler alloys. ' 

The results of Uflssbauer data evaluation for both compo¬ 

nents in the NigUnSn and for the unique component in the 

PdoUnn ,Vn c,Sn are given in the Table IX following the paper 

by Birchall et al. /l/. 

Table IX Modified moleoular field theory results 

j Sample 

I 1 
i Ni2MnSn (i) 
i 

Ni2UnSn (2) 

«^ (T) 

4.93(0.02) 

9.51(0.01) 

; 1.54(0.02) 

354(3) 

356.5(0.5) 

38.7(0.7) 

• | 

0.256(0.043) 

0.262(0.007) 

0.932(0.059) 
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The plots showing the reduced field b versus reduced tem¬ 

perature T/Tc axe shown in figure 15 /!/. 

02 a* as m. to 

Plg. 15. Average rednced transferred fields versus reduced 

temperature. Errors on the reduced temperature scale 

have been negleoted doe to their smallness /I/. 

a) (2), b) 
< 8 
Sn. 

It may be observed that saturation fields for the Ni2UnSn 

alloy agree reasonably with the values measured directly close 

to sataraiicr* (see Table IV). All transition temperatures as 

obtained here compare favourably with those derived from the 

susceptibility data /12O/. However, the paramagnetic Carle 

temperature for the N^ltaQ^V^gSn alloy has been found to be 

much higher than the ferromagnetic one (Table V) and the lat¬ 

ter seems to be slightly higher than this observed by the MSs-

sbauer technique. This phenomenon could be accounted for real¬ 

ising that the susceptibility Is obtained by extrapolation of 

the data recorded in the external field, and the system seems 

to remain highly critical In the wide temperature range. The 

last statement is somewhat corroborated by the observation, 

that magnetisation is much more flat than expeoted from the 
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standard molecular field theory for tbe sample with x = 0.2 

(see figure 3 in the paper by Campbell and Stager /120/) but 

not distorted so much as the corresponding hyperfine field 

(due to the fact that the hyperfine field was measured without 

the external field). 

On the other hand, for tbe concentrated system NlgMaSn de¬ 

viations from the standard Molecular field theory are not very 

significant either in the susceptibility /120/ or in IMssbauer 

data. The small value of B as observed in the UBssbaner data 

arises mostly doe to the crystallographic disorder. Therefore, 

it could be concluded, that the hyperfine field (transferred 

field) follows spontaneous magnetisation quite well for the 

system under consideration. The dramatic change as observed 

for the diluted system with z > 0,2 is thus mostly caused by 

tbe dilution process itself (the systematic Increase of the 

parameter B versus dilution was observed also for the system 

The phenomenological model of Peter et al. /181/ may be ex¬ 

plained by the assumption that the molecular field constant 

has some kind of distribution what Is expected for the diluted 

ferromagnet with the short range interaction (transfer) dis¬ 

tance /I/ (see equation (3.6) and the following comesais). It 

has been proven (/I/, see also Appendix III) that these two 

approaches are almost equivalent except the very vicinity of 

the critioal point and saturation region. For such a case the 

function h(T, S, Te, B), i.e. the reduced average transferred 

field in the absence of an external field, is approximated by 

tbe function /l/ 

ho(T) - N ^d© g(S) h (T, S,e , B - 0) (3.14) 

where the function g(9) describes the molecular field constant 

distribution, 9 stands for the local transition temperature 

(see equation (3.8)) being temperature independent and K is 

the normalisation constant taken in such a way to obtain 

ho(0) m l. Therefore, the normalisation constant M satisfies 
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the following equat^n 

e g(9) h (T o 0, S, 8 , B = 0) > 1 (3.15) 

The Integration is performed over the whole relevant range of 

9 values. 

It is not possible to calculate tbe probability density 

function g(8) from the first principles in the case of magne¬ 

tically diluted Heusler alloys. However, this function seems 

to be well approximated by the Gaussian following the argu¬ 

ments of the central limit theorem /I/. The mentioned above 

theorem is rather well satisfied by the diluted ferromagnet. 

It is very convenient to use the reduced temperature scale in 

further calculations. The reduced temperature t is defined as 

t m T/T (3.16) 
C 

and the reduced local transition temperature X satisfies 

the equation 

X - S / T c (3.17) 

where T is obtained by the modified molecular field calcula-
tions. 

In such a case the density function g(X ) has tbe form /I/ 

g(T) = ( 2 K P ) " 1 / 2 exp Q- ( T - <r> )2/2P3 (3.IS) 

where the integration o'ver all relevant X's gives tbe result 

g (r) - 1 (3.19) 

The parameter <T> stands for the average reduced transition 

temperature and the parameter P is convenient to redefine in 

the form 

P » (<O6)2 (3.20) 

It could be now seen that the reduced average transferred 
field versus reduced temperature 1B the function of the spin 
S (some constant) and the parameter B within the (1OIFT) 
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modified molecular field theory (in tbe absence of an external 

field) and tbe same function within the molecular constant 

distribution model (UCDM) depends upon three parameters: S 

(being tbe same constant as previously), <T> and CT . However, 

for C being not very large (tbe case of Heuslers), the MCDU 

could be further approximated. Namely, tbe expansion of tbe 

Gaussian (3.18) around <X> leads to the expression 

g(r) » (2Tv)-
l/2«t> e-y^Li - ( T - < O ) 2 / ( 2 < O 2 6 2 ) • ... 

(3.21) 

where the remaining terms may be ignored in the case of narrow 

distribution (Heusler alloys). On the other hand, it was not 

possible to detect any magnetically split component above 

the temperature TQ /I/. This observation means, that the func¬ 

tion gCr) as expressed by the equation (3.21) reaches practi¬ 

cally zero for T • 1 (almost all of the material is in the pa¬ 

ramagnetic state for t exceeding one), i.e. 

] -o (3.22) 

Tbe latter expression allows to establish the relationship 

between €T and <t) . Namely, this relationship reads as fol¬ 

low /I/ 

<t> » i/(l + <?2l/2) (3.23) 

and the remaining parameter 6* may be redefined for convenience 
as / l / 

S - Q/(i - Q) (3.24) 

where 0<Q<i. 

Tbe parameter Q may be calculated now in terms of the spin 

S and UlfFT parameter B (see Appendix III). The plot of the 

function Q « f(B, S) for S - 5/2 is shown in figure 16 (in 

fact this function is not very sensitive for the spin value). 

The parameter Q has been found to be 0.3T for Ni2lfa0 2VQ QSn. 
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Fig. 16. The plot of a function Q » f(B, S) for S » 5/2. 

Adopted froa the paper by Blrchall et al. /I/. 

Thus, He may summarise that the phenomenological iflJFT ap¬ 

proach could be explained by the more fundamental MCDM hy¬ 

pothesis as they both explain equally well the average trans¬ 

ferred field as measured versus temperature. The UMFT approach 

being numerically simpler may be recommended for the direct 

data evaluation and the Q parameter value may be finally ob¬ 

tained using the function f(B, S) as plotted in figure 16* 

On the other hand, the moments higher than the first (in 

the field distribution) .can not be evaluated at all within the 

UMFT approach, but they follow quite straightforward the UCDU 

hypothesis. It should be noted that for the unique molecular 

field constant the dimensionless moment S, (1 5s 2) as de¬ 

fined by the expression (1.51) is temperature independent. 

The above mentioned statement is however no longer generally 

true in the case of a distribution in the molecular field 

constant. 
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It is very convenient to use moments defined in the fol¬ 

lowing way /i/ 

» CSx(t) • WLtP/CBbJ
1 with 1 = 2, 3, ... (3.25) 

where S , ( t ) stands for the dlmensionless moment measured at 
the reduced temperature t , <H(t)> stands for the average 
field at the sane temperature and <H>0 i s the average field 
at saturation. The moment Uj(t) nay be regarded as the SUB 
of two contributions / I / , i . e . 

M^t) -CSJ h(t, B, S)]]1 + ^M? ( t ) (3.26) 

where the first term accounts for the distribution caused by 

the random arrangeaent of relevant magnetic neighbours, with 

Sj being the dimensionless moment at saturation and h(t,B,S) 

stands for the average reduced field at reduced temperature 

t. The second term arises from the fact that not all MBssbauer 

nuclei experience the same temperature interval from the tran¬ 

sition point. The dynamic moment lC(t) follows the equation 

yj(t) s,r, B . o) - ho(t, s, Q ) ] (3.27) 

where the integration is performed over the whole relevant 

range of T's (the expression (3.27) is valid for relatively 

narrow distribution in molecular field constant - see Appen¬ 

dix III { being applicable however to Heuslers). The factor 

O a= ̂  <" l accounts for the partial averaging of the dynamic 

moment due to the fact that the Ifflssbau3r nucleus say experi¬ 

ence a transferred field from several different clusters 

having different molecular field constants. This situation is 

illustrated in figure 17. It may be quite safely assumed, that 

^j does not depend strongly upon the temperature. It has to be 

additionally noted, that for a long range transfer (inter¬ 

action) distance in the alloy being homogeneous on the large 

scale the parameter <jj is expected to be very close to zero 

leading to the absence of the dynamic moment in the experimen¬ 

tal data. 
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Fig, 17, Cluster structure in the diluted Heusler alloys. The 
heavy dot represents the UBssbauer nucleus, the 
shaded area represents the voluae contributing to 
tbe field and the heavy lines are the cluster 
boundaries. Adopted from the paper by Birchall et 
al. /I/. 

The experimental second moments MV(t) have been fitted 
using the model outlined above with two free parameters S 2 
and \2* Tbe results for tłi^iin^ 2VQ gSn are shown in figure 18. 
The following numerical results have been obtained /I/ 
$° » 58.1(1.4)% and ^2 » 0.27(0.1) for Ki 2tta 0 2V 0 8Sn. 

The alloy Ni2Jfa0 2VQ QSn is a homogeneous ferromagnet (no 
paramagnetic component seen below the temperature T ) close 
to the percolation limit /I51/and therefore tbe cluster size 
(volume having the same molecular field constant) is mostly 
determined by tbe Mn-Ua interaction distance. On the other 
hand, the observed value for ty2 indicates that the transfer 
distance is comparable with the interaction distance and/or 
cluster size. All clusters seem to be densely packed with 
rather sharp boundaries and they are probably highly oriented 
(aligned) within the domain at all temperatures and almost 
surely close to saturation (otherwise the field distribution 
would behave somewhat differently). The latter point, should 
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Pig. 18. Mo(t) versus reduced temperature calculated for 

Ni 2 ka 0 2
 vo.8Sn* T h o l o w e r ou*"v« stands for 

The errors of tbe horizontal scale are neglected due 
to their snallness. Adopted from the paper by Birchall 
et al. / i / . 

Si* being 

be however checked with the low angle neutron scattering; the 
results may be difficult to evaluate in the case of strong 
alignment as the standard Ornstein-Zernicke approach would be 
hardly applicable in such a case /183/. 

Anyway, it could be concluded that the parameter 
mostly biased by the low temperature data is rather a good mea¬ 
sure of tbe interaction distance (low temperature cluster a-
lignment). This parameter may be calculated as follows for a 
substitutionally random Heusler alloy /l/ 

n,HJ (3.28) 
i x *" 1 i^ 

where x stands for the magnetic atom concentration in the Y 
sublattice, n^ is the number of possible locations in the i-th 
magnetic shell as seen from the Z (tin) site and Ł is the 
contribution to the tin field from the moment located in the 
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i - th shel l . The relatively small value as obtained for tj2 
(homogeneous alloy) indicates that the summation should be 
performed over rather small number of nearest she l l s . For such 
a case, i t could be shown that S« i s not very sensitive for 
the particular value adopted for Ł (homogeneous, random alloy) 
/ i / and the latter may be approximated as follows: HA a Ho for 
i ^ J and Hj » O for i > J /%/. Using this approximation 
(3.28) reduces to / l / 

l\ - [(i - x)/x]1/2 ( E nj)" (3.29) 

The parameter S° calculated from the equation (3.29) with 
x a 0.2 (NigMnQ 2VQ 8Sn) is plotted in figure 19 versus the J 
value and distance as obtained from the known lattice constant 
(measured at room temperature) /I/. The final result 
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Fig, 19. S"2 as a function of the number of magnetic shells 

contributing to the tin hyperfine field. Straight 
horizontal line represents the experimental result. 
Adopted from the paper by Blrchsll et al. /!/. 



is consistent with the assumption that the major part of in¬ 

teraction (transfer) is contained within two shells, i.e. 

within the distance being comparable with the lattice constant 

of about 6 &. It should be noted, that this result is consistent 

with the observed percolation limit (no spin glass formation) 

/151/ and spin-wave measurements performed in the concentrated 

systems /147/. 

The spin transfer distance (interaction and/or transfer 

distance) is comparable with the transverse electron scattering 

length (being practically the scattering length) in the non-

relativistic free electron approach. For such a length 1Q being 

approximately known (1 = 6 A) the effective electron mass (in 

the Fermi liquid approximation) may be estimated from the con¬ 

dition, that the band splitting being about lcTc (k stands for 

the Boltzman's constant) should exceed the Fermi energy broad¬ 

ening due to the scattering. This condition leads to the ine¬ 

quality 

(2Bp-fi
 2)/(l0 kT c)

2< m* (3.30) 

wkere E_ stands for the Ferni energy (about 10 eV), "6 for the 
Planck's constant divided over 2tt and m" for the electron ef¬ 
fective mass. For the transition temperature T„ * 4OC K (roughly 

c 

the transition temperature in Ni2UnSn) the effective mass m 

should exceed the free electron mass about 2500 times to sat¬ 

isfy the inequality (3.30) /I/. The latter result indicates, 

that electrons mainly responsible for the magnetic coupling 

are almost localised. 
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Tbis paper bas been intended to revie* the application of 

Mflssbauer spectroscopy to the ferromagnetically dilated Heusler 

type systems. Heasler-type systems seen to be particularly 

interesting in studies of the magnetic ordering process due to 

the following reasons: 1) they form a relatively simple cubic 

crystallographic structure, 2) it is possible to prepare them 

in soch a way to have only one kind of the magnetic moment 

involved and rather a simple ferromagnetic structure, 3) as 

far as manganese is concerned as the magnetic component the 

moment remains pretty well localised, 4) the separation between 

these moments is far enough to avoid the direct exchange inter¬ 

action. Therefore, these systems nay be regarded as model com¬ 

pounds to study indirect interaction between rather localised 

3d moments in a Metallic behaviour. It should be noted, that 

ordering temperatures are usually high enough to conclude that 

the interaction mostly responsible for the ordering process is 

caused mainly by the exchange forces as the anisotropy energy 

is rather negligible in Heuslers. In order to understand the 

origin of these forces it is essential to estimate the inter¬ 

action length, i.e. the distance at •nich the interaction is 

still strong enough to lead to the observed rather high tran¬ 

sition temperatures. While the interaction between 4f moments 

is rather well explained within the simple BEK7 theory, the 

same can not be stated about d moments as the wave-functions 

of d electrons in solids are rather poorely known. On the other 

hand, the Interaction between 3d moments is usually much 

stronger than the respective interaction in rare earth systems 

having only 4f moments and therefore more interesting from the 

practical point of view as the technically useful ferromagnets 

contain without exception unpaired 3d electrons. 
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The task of estimation of the interaction distance in 

Heuslers may be accomplished by many methods, none of tbem 

being completely conclusive. The measurements of the dispersion 

relations in spin-nave spectra by use of the neutron diffrac¬ 

tion for magnetically concentrated single crystals lead to the 

conclusion that the major part of interaction is contained 

ul thin two magnetic shells /126, 127, 147/. This result, while 

being extremely Important can not be regarded as ultimate due 

to the fact, that the final conclusion Is evidently dependent 

upon the dynamical model applied. On the other hand, it is a 

very fortunate situation, that ferromagnetically diluted (in 

a random fashion) systems could be prepared. Many properties 

of the latter systems could be explained only by the short 

range interaction distance. Namely, the observed percolation 

limit agrees quite well with the assumption that the interaction 

Is negligible beyond the seoond shell /151/. This point of view 

is somewhat supported by the observation of no spin-glass pres¬ 

ence at the diluted side. There la also no clear evidence for 

the Kondo state formation, but this point should be further 

checked by the low temperature susceptibility measurements up¬ 

on the highly diluted alloys. The dilated systems are also 

extremely soft magnets (see figure 15) with the cusp-like 

susceptibility /12O/. A similar behaviour has been observed 

for the diluted rare earth systems, like GdjCe. _Ru2 /181/ 

where small ferromagnetic clusters were observed either by the 

small angle neutron scattering /183/ or by the Mdssbauer spec-

troscopy /182/. The short range magnetic ordering seems to be 

likely in the mentioned above systems (unfortunately, nothing 

could be stated about the Interaction length) as In the most 

important of those systems (QdjCei.x
Bu2^ 8 0 - e < u >P a l r e d d elec¬ 

trons may be expected as they exhibit the coexistenoe of 

superconductivity and ferromagnetism. The softness of some di¬ 

luted Heusler alloys may be regarded also as important from 

the practical point of view. 

The very softness of the diluted Heusler alloys makes it 

difficult to evaluate properly susoeptlbillty data. Therefore, 
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some measurements without external field are necessary and 

may be performed by the MBssbauer method. It has been found. 
119 

that Sn Is quite suitable for such work for the following 
119 

reasons: 1) the average field as seen by Sn follows magne¬ 

tisation on the concentrated side and nay be still reconciled 

with the susceptibility data on the dilated side taking into 

account the extreme softness, 2) tin being diamagnetic sees 

only a transferred field, 3) it has enough resolution to study 

the field distribution (the latter allows to gain more informa¬ 

tion and therefore reduce the number of assumptions and eli¬ 

minate some ambiguities). The field distribution being availa¬ 

ble only by the microscopic methods, e.g. MBssbauer speetro-

scopy, studied versus sample temperature could be explained by 

the model assumming distribution in the molecular field con¬ 

stant. The latter (in a homogeneous system) Is explanable only 

by the short range interaction distance. The calculations per¬ 

formed indicate that this distance is approximately contained 

within two shells. The function ^ ( O (see figure 18) being 

available only by microsooplc methods (for practical reasons 
119 

this should be Sn UOssbauer spectroscopy) confirms alloy 
homogeneity and allows to estimate the parameter Ŝ J. The lat¬ 

ter is consistent with the assumption, that interaction is 

negligible outside the second shell. But this result for $^ 

could be obtained also introducing more shells and adjusting 

parameters IL (see equation (3.28)). Fortunately, this way 

leads nowhere as can not be reconciled with the observed value 

of n 2 (for bigger clusters \2 should be closer to one). On 

the other hand, as far as the free electron approach is used 

the observed second moment can not be reconciled with the ob¬ 

served sign of the magnetic coupling constant. Therefore, it 

could be concluded, that Uflssbauer data confirm the short ran¬ 

ge interaction rather without involving too many assumptions 

(as it is necessary in other methods). Finally, it is Interest¬ 

ing to note that all independent methods Indicate rather con¬ 

sistently the short range character of the magnetic interaction. 

The latter fact means, of course, that the free electron ap¬ 

proach Is unsuitable for any calculations. 
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In our feeling, however, the following investigations are 

worthwhile to be performed: 1) the careful measurements of the 

transport coefficients, i.e. the resistivity, 2) the search 

for the behaviour of extremely diluted systems, 3) small angle, 

diffuse neutron scattering, 4) some further studies of metal¬ 

lurgical problems, like disorder and segregation. 

This paper reviews also rather conventional MBssbauer effect 

methodology (data evaluation) to the extent far beyond the 

necessity In the Heusler spectra evaluation. This approach is 

justified in our feeling by the need of clear understanding 

what is still possible in this branch of spectroscopy without 

extension to the unconventional arrangements. Here, we would 

like to stress only several points being rather less developed 

in the existing literature. 

It is quite well known, that the harmonic motion of an atom 

being bound In some larger structure is described rather by a 

second rank and order tensor than by a scalar. This tensor 

acting in a three dimensional space has thus six components; 

the recoilless fraction defined by the trace and measurable by 

fitting the absorber dimensionless thickness and parameters A, 

B, *', ^', y-' (see section 1.3), All components may be deter¬ 

mined from the X-ray intensities in the diffraction from a 

single crystal, However, this method can not be applied to some 

kind of material, e.g. large molecules embedded in a frozen 

solution. The standard Goldanskii-Karyagin effect /45/ allows 

in the best case (mixed dipolar-quadrupolar transition) to find 

four of the five anisotropy parameters. However, the simple 

measurement on the thin absorber being saturated by the ex¬ 

ternal field parallel to the beam allows to determine all five 

components provided that the absorber is completely random and 

the quadrupolar interaction has apreciably non-axial character. 

The other possibility (probably not mentioned earlier in 

literature) is concerned with the detailed analysis of relative 

intensities in CEMS obtained from the particular s shell (this 

is rather unconventional experiment as it demands use of the 

high quality electron spectrometer). Namely, for a mixed 
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transition (in the magnetically ordered material; it is pos¬ 

sible to determine all seven q,w factors (see section 1.3). The 

latter are directly related to the wave-function of an electron 

emitted in the conversion process, i.e. they allow in principle 

to estimate the admixture of higher angular momentum states 

into the s-like function. 

The final comment, vre would like to state, is concerned 

with the relaxation phenomena in the magnetically ordered sys¬ 

tems. It should be strongly stressed that the relaxation rate 

of the localised ionic moments remains very high regardless of 

temperature below the transition point as it depends mostly 

upon the off-diagonal elements of the spin Ramiltonian. This 

is purely quantum mechanical effect and it means that any per¬ 

turbation even at zero temperature will disperse quite rapidly. 

This point of view is confirmed by the applicability of the 

effective field approach even at saturation. The effective 

field is applicable only in the cases where the ionic spin 

Hamiltonian is replaceable by its time averaged expectation 

value. This point is often misunderstood in the literature 

/184/ where it is often stated that the relaxation time is very 

long at sufficiently low temperature. On contrary, the low tem¬ 

perature means only that the density matrix of the system could 

be replaced by the ground state and thus perturbations are un¬ 

likely to occur. In such a case, the effective field is direct¬ 

ly related to the expectation value of the ionic spin Hamilto¬ 

nian calculated in the ground state. 

Some exception are materials where the orbital momentum (usual¬ 

ly strongly coupled to the spin by the spin-orbit interaction) 

interacts with the crystal field causing large anisotropy. If 

the latter dominates spin Hamiltonian as given by equation 

(2.1) no effective field could be defined and some static pat¬ 

tern occurs (at low temperatures) described by the hyperfine 

coupling tensor* At higher temperatures spectrum has a signif¬ 

icant relaxation character. For such cases even isotropic 

hyperfine constant may not be interpreted as the effective 

field as it has nothing to do with the local magnetisation as 
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defined by tbe magnetic neighbours. Strong anisotropy of the 

mentioned above origin influences usually the process of ma¬ 

gnetic ordering and is visible in the inverse susceptibility 

above the transition point or at sufficiently Ion temperature 

in the case of not ordered paranagnets. 
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APPENDIX I 

USssbauer Data evaluation Program** 

There are numerous programmes dealing with the evaluation 
of M0ssbauer data* Among the aore widely used are those by 
Gabriel and Ruby /74/t Bancroft et al. /75/t Cranshaw A 2 / 
and many others. However, almost all of them are somewhat spec¬ 
ialised and usually not available in the compact enough form. 
Therefore, we have deolded to develop some compact, general ap¬ 
plicability and high speed programme suitable to deal with ty¬ 
pical situations encountered in a basic solid state or chemi¬ 
stry research. On the other hand, we decided to devise it in 
such a way that It maintains simple logical structure as seen 
by the user. The programme has been described by Suebenbauer 
and Birchall In the paper /S/ and Instruction Manual /SI/ 
available upon request. This appendix contains practically in¬ 
formation as stated in the Instruction Uanual /SI/ and it is 
written with kind permission given by Prof. T.Birchall. 

The programme exists now in four slightly different versions: 

1) GUFP - General MBssbauer Fitting Programme to deal with 
transmission spectra (usually in the absence of an 
external field) 

2) GMFPI - version designed to deal with transmission spectra 
of random sample embedded in the magnetic field pa¬ 
rallel to the beam 

3) GUFPC - general version applicable to the conversion elec¬ 
tron UBssbauer spectra 

4) GMFPIC - applicable to C W S of the random sample In the 
external field parallel to the beam (all CBIS re-
oorded in the baekscatterlng geometry). 
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Tbere are also some other and auxiliary programmes, e .g . 
CALFIT designed to fold and cal ibrate MCssbauer data, we are 
not going to describe here; and plot t ing software UPL0T used 
to plot f i t t ed spectra. The l a t t e r e x i s t s in two vers ions , i . e . 
adapted to plot transmission spectra or CEUS, respect ive ly . 
The code MPL0T depends upon the l o c a l , system dependent soft¬ 
ware (and to some extent hardware) and i t has been adapted op 
to date to two systems, Me Master University Computer Center 
in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada and Krakow-Cyfronet, respect ive ly 
(except UPL0T for CEUS being adapted to the Krakow-Cyfronet 
i n s t a l l a t i o n , only) . The following versions are available 1»-
nediate ly to the users of Krakow-Cyfronet system: GUFP, GUFPI, 
UPL0T ( transniss ion version) in the complied, nnloaded form. 
They aay be cal led as fol lows: 

ATTACH, l f n , pfn, ID » BRUEBENBA. 

l f n . 

where pfn = programie naae as given above. Por MPL0T a system 

library CFNPL0T most be additionally .attached. Other versions 

and source lists are available upon request. It should be re¬ 

membered that fitting prograanes require about 40K x 60 bit 

memory and thus CHI20000 has to be declared. The code MPL0T is 

standard for the Kraków-Cyfronet Installation. The programme 

GUFP is described below In the fora of a long write-up (for 

some additional information see preceding sections - especial¬ 

ly 1.5, Instruction Uannal with Appendices /51/ and /5/) and 

for other versions only differences as compared to GUFP are 

pointed oat. 
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I. GMFP 

1. Language: 
FORTRAN IV 

2. Reooamended Compiler: 
CDC PTN, 0PT - 2 

3. External Files: 
TAPBi m INPUT, TAPB3 - 0UTPUT, TAPK8, TAPB88 

4. Structure of the External Piles: 
4.1. INPUT 

Card 
No 

1 

2 

F0KU&.T 

315 

15 

i 
Parameters 

NPP 

I FED 

IFVBL 

IFPL0T 

Comments 

NP*NPP^52O. NPP stands for the 
number of experimental points In 
the spectrum. NPP is a dummy pa¬ 
rameter for the runs without ex¬ 
perimental data. 

IFROsi for run with all data taken 
from INPUT. If the file TAPB8 is 
used put IFHD=»O or do not specify 
It at all. 

For IFVEL-0 or IFVEL omitted a 
linear velocity scale is assumed. 
Put IFVELal for non-linear velo¬ 
city scales. The linear velocity 
scale must be used for runs with 
transmission Integral and/or for 
runs without experimental data. 

Put IFPL0T-O or use the blank card, 
if the file TAPE88 Is not needed. 
Use IFPL0T-1 to create TAPE88. 
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2F10.S JVBGN 

VSTBP 

VBGN stands for tbe velocity In the 
very first channel. 

VSTEP stands for the velocity differen¬ 
ce between two subsequent channels* 
VSTEP must be positive for runs with 
transmission integral. 

This card should be omitted for runs 
with non-linear velocity scales. 

I5»FiO.T ftUXFUN UAXFUN stands for the maximum number of 
iterations in the run fitting the spec¬ 
trum. 

STP { STP controls desired fit accuracy as 
! tbe convergence Is reached when 
q «?STP (see equation (1.55) in this 
paper). 

This card contains dummy parameters for 
simulation runs. 

5 3F1O.5 
i 

SEX Kccited state spin. SIX « 9/2. 

SO Ground state spin. SG «S 9/2. 

ST stands for the smallest value of 
the C-ray angular momentum. ST«i.O or 
STmZ.0. 

315 HP stands for the number of channels 
being fitted and/or calculated. For 
runs with transmission Integral NP 
should be odd and not exceed 259. For 
fitting runs HP should not exceed 260 
and for simulation runs may not exoeed 
520. On the other hand, NP must be 
greater than the number of fitted varli 
bles and always greater than one. If 
NP<HPP the last (NPP-NP) channels are 
omitted. 

xx XX stands for the number of cards with 
the specifications of the spectrum pa¬ 
rameters. 1<XX«125« The number of 
variable parameters may not exoeed 30, 
i.e. no more than 30 parameter eards 
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ND 

say contain the variability index. 

0«NDa?20. ND stand3 for the number of 
additional "free" ("dirty") lines in 
the spectrum. 

1015 

IFH0V(2) 

IFH0ff(3) 

IFH07(5) 

» l. Lorentzlan approximation. 
« 2. Transmission integral with va¬ 

riable source linewidtb. 
• 0 or not defined. Transmission in¬ 

tegral with fixed source llnewidth. 
Transmission integral nay be calculated 
only for single line (unsplit and on-
polarised) Lorentzian sbaped sources. 

1, Single crystal or oriented sample. 
0 or not defined. Isotropic sample, 

o or not defined. One hyperflne site. 
l. Two hyperflne sites. Both sites 

are embedded in tbe single crystal 
or lsotropio sample. See List of 
Parameters for the parameters dif¬ 
fering from site to site. 

0 or not defined. Flat base-line. Do 
not define base-line correction 
coeff icients. 

1. Curved base-line. Define proper 
base-line correction coeff icients . 
Uay not be used for non-linear ve¬ 
locity scale. Uay be used when the 
channel close to zero velocity i s 
located close to the central chan¬ 
nel . It i s preferred to have the 
velocity increasing with the in¬ 
creasing channel number. 

IFHJ»(6) 

1* Pitting run. 
O or not defined. Simulation run with 

experimental data. 
2. Simulation run without experimen¬ 

ta l data. 

a o or not defined. No Goldanskli-Ka-
ryagin and/or texture ef fects . 

a l . Goldanskll-Karyagin and/or texture 
corrections required. Uay not be 
used when XFH0V(2)ai. Only in this 
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case specify appropriate correction 
coefficients. 

Do not specify otfaer IFKffia. 

Internal paraneter number. See List of 
Parameters. 

Init ial value for variable paraneter or 
fixed value for the constant paraaeter. 

• O or not defined for oonstant para¬ 
meters, 

a 1 for variable parameters. 

Iai , 2 , . . . , 10. Up to ten different 
values for NRT of parameters equated to 
the given parameter. 

Each paraaeter may be specified only 
once by NRT or ISQV(I). All unspeci¬ 
fied parameters are automatically set 

| to zero. 

TITLE card for the given run or spec¬ 
trum. It should be inserted for sinu-
1ation runs without experimental data 
and when TAPES Is not used. 

These cards are read for simulation 
runs with experimental data or f i t t ing 
runs when TAPE8 i s not used. They con-
talne experimental points (NPP points) 
for linear velocity scales or pairs 
velocity-experimental value In the 
speotruo (KPP pairs) for non-linear 
velocity scales. These cards are not 
needed when TAPES i s used. 
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4.2 . 0UTPUT: 
OUTPUT is self-explanatory. 

4.3. TAPE81 
This file can partly replace INPUT and should be con¬ 
structed In the following way 
TITLE F0RMAT (2OA4) 
NPP pairs veloolty-experlmental value (2F10.0) for non¬ 
linear velocity soales or NPP points (FiO.O) containing 
experimental values for linear velocity scales. 
This file is not used in runs without experimental data. 

4.4. TAPE88: 
This file is designed to store data for plotting on the 
high quality plotting hardware. It is constructed as 
follows: 
TITLE, NP F0BUAT (20A4, 13) 
V(J), TC(J), YD(J), EE(J) Fj»tMAT(4F2O.iO) 
J • 1, 2, ..., NP. 
V(J) stands for the velooity, YC(J) for the calculated 
speotrum, YD(J) for the experimental values and £E(J) 
for the experimental error. For slnulatlon runs without 
experimental data YD(J) - BASS and EB(J) » 0.01. 
Otherwise, EE<J) - SQBT(Y])(J)). 
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5. List of parameters: 

NRT 

3 

4, 

5 

6 

7 

3 

9 

10 

14 

15 

16 
IT 

18 

19 

0UTPUT 
Hose 

BASE 

1BASE C0B 

2BASE C0E 

3BASE C0R 

4BASE Ci?S 

5 BASE C0R 

AMPL 

PS 

TA 

FWEM S 

PARITY 

PHASE 

AMU 
GFR 

AESI 

Comaents 

• B . See equation (1.10). Must be expres¬ 
sed as the number of counts. 

a... Base correction coefficients. 
1 equation (1.10). 

See 

ALor* S o e (1»21)» U a s t b e defined for 

Lorentzian runs* Zt stands for tbe total 

spcotruta amplitude expressed as the nun¬ 

ber of counts, 

f , See (1.7). Must be defined for trans¬ 
mission Integral runs. 

t. See (1.7). IJust be defined for trans-
mis si on integral runs. 

Source lineridth. Must be defined for 
?ransai83ion integral runs. It must be 
expressed in velocity units. 

llust be defined as 1.0 for transitions with 
parity change. For transitions without 
parity change put 0.0 or do not define. 
Hay not be used as a variable parameter. 

12 - IL. For details see (i.23). It 

oust be defined in radians. 

(lAjl /IkJ ). Por details see (i.23). 

g„/g„» See Table IA. For SEX«O or SG«O 
pfit g CFB • 1.0. 

Quadrupole noment ratio. See Table IA. 
For SG m 0t 1/2 and/or SEX=O. 1/2 put 
QMS a 1.0. 

1 0 for transmission integral runs (see 

Table IA) or %LoT (see (i.20)) for 

Lorentsian runs. 



First site parameters 

MDCP1 

FDISTB1 

FD 1(3) 

FD 1(4) 

FD 1(5) 

QDCP1 

BTA1 

TETA1 

FI1 

IS1 

C0NTH1 

FWHU1 

a . See (l.16). It must be expressed in 
velocity units. Usually, It stands for a 
ia tbe ground state except tor the case 
SGBO. In tbe latter case It stands for a^ 
in the ezolted state. 

>3* 

These parameters say not be used for 
ao«0. They stand for dinensionless 
f ield distribution moments. See ( i . 5 1 ) . 
Only for the ©û s B2*to use the regaining 
parameters. 

6 5 * 

1 • 
e . 

See (1.14). It aust be defined In Telo¬ 
city units. It stands for k^ In tbe 
ground state, except tbe oase SG-0,i/2. 
For the latter it desorlbes A. in the 
excited stats. Do not define for 
1/2 -*• 1/2 transitions. 

See (1.14). 

See (1.16). It must be expressed In 
radians. 0s?6«? 7/2. 

Se* (1.16). It Bust be expressed In 
rtilans. 0 « 0 «= tr. 

i.e. the total shift. It wist be expres¬ 
sed in velooity units. 

Relative weight of the first site speo-
trun In the two site spectra. It has to 
be defined for two site runs. 

Unevldth. It is the absorber llnewldth 
for transmission integral runs. It must 
be defined for all runs and expressed 
in velooity units. 

41 

42 

49 

50 
51 

43 

44 

Second site parameters. 
These parameters are used only in t»o site runs. 

MDCP2 

FDISTB2 

FD 2(3) 

FD 2(4) 

FD 2(5) 

QDCP2 

STA2 
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45 
46 
47 
48 

TKTA2 
FI2 
IS2 
FWBU2 It Bust be defined for two site runs. 

Single crystal parameters 

54 
55 

56 

SC 
SC 
SC 

FI1 
TETA 

FI2 

• ot . 

- * -

" T-

This is 
It must 
0 ** £>« 
It must 

See (1. 
meters 

a dummy parameter. 
be specified in radians. 

"K/2. 
be specified in radians. 

23). Do not use these para-
for isotroplc sample runs. 

"Dirty11 line parameters (Use for runs with ND>0.) 

63 

65 

66 

67+3J 

68+3J 

69+3J 

C0NTRD 

FWHM D 

IS D 

AMPL D 
t 

FWBU 0 

IS D 

Relative weight of the "dirt" in the whole spectrum. It must be defined for 
Unewidth for the first "dirty" line. It must be expressed in velocity units. For the transmission integral runs this Is the absorber linewidth. It must be defined for ND>0. 
Line shift for the first "dirty" line. It must be expressed in velocity units. 
Relative weight of the j-th "dirty" line. 
The weight for the first line is calcula¬ 
ted as follows 

MII Ą HP- 1 
A, m C0MTRD - > | Wj where A. stands 
for the first line weight and m± for the 
weights of the subsequent lines. These pa¬ 
rameters must be defined for ND >• i. 
Linewldth for the j-th line (see comnents 
for NUT - 65). It must be defined for all 
•dirty" lines. 
Line shift for the j-th line (see comments 
for NfiT-66). It has to be defined for all 
"dirty* lines. 
j m 0, 1,..*, MD-2, The Index j should not 
exoeed 18. 
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Goldanskli-Karyagin coefficients (See equation (i.27^ 

20 

22 

23 

20 

21 

22 

23 

i 

GK RINT11 { 

i 

GK BINT21 

CK RINT22 

OK BZHT11 

CK BINT20 

CK RINT21 

CX BINT22 

I. Dipolar transitions. 

II. Quadrupolar transitions. 

«22* 

I I I . Mixed dipolar-quadrupolax 
transitions. 

«20 
«21 
«22 

So not define parsastsrs not llstad aboT*. Us* oar*fully 

IBQV to *qaat* parsa*t*rs in a physloally ••anlngfal way. Do 

not define as Tarlabl* thos* paras*t*rs not influencing X2 In 

the given runj l.*.t PHASE aay not b* Tarlabl* for fitting an 

isotropio saapl* speotroa. Do not nse less than two Tarlable 

parameters even for simulation runs without experimental data. 

6. General coanentss 

The block of subroutines dealing with the transition ener¬ 
gies and intensities is ooapletely separable froa the programme 
and thus may be used for applications other than lfBssbauer 
data fitting. There are soae options whloh allow polarised ra¬ 
diation to be dealt with, however this is not used in the aaln 
programme. 

Ye have adopted several eostaonly used subroutines. For dia¬ 
gonal is atlon the SISPACK systea was chosen /7i/. The fitting 
subroutines were adopted froa another UBssbauer programie /76/. 
one of then (FITTER) was originally written by Stone AS/. 
Soae auxiliary blooks (e.g., MISFIT, designed following Ruby's 
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description /77/ ) were taken or adopted from Ballard's 

programme /185/. 

II . GMFPI 

1. External f i l e Modifications as compared to GUFP 
TAPE3 and TAPE88 are the saae. 
OUTPUT Is Modified in a self-explanatory way. 
INPUT: 
An additional card following the second GMFP card has been 
Introduced. It contains CF0BIUT (215)3 two paranetera 
NTHT • n^ 
NFI > S p 
For details see equation (1.31) and note that the auaaatlon 
i s taken over the full apbere In this programs. The fol¬ 
lowing rules should be observed defining NTHT and NFI: 
a) no quadrupole interaction NTHT • NFI • 1, 
b) axlally symetrie eleotric field gradient NTHT > 1, 

NFI - 1 
c) non-axial electric field gradient NTHT =*• 1, NFI ="• 1* 

2. Restrictions as compared to GMFP: 
a) IFH0W(2) and IFH0W(6) aay not be used 
b) parameters TETAi, FU, TETA2, FI2, SC Fl i , SC TETA, 

SC FI2 and al l Goldanskii-Karyagin coefficients aay not 
be defined, 

c) the aaxiauB number of variable paranetera has been redu¬ 
ced to 15. 

3. New paraneters as eoapared to GMFP: 

NRT 0DTPOT 

Name 
Contents 

57 
58 
59 

A (X 
B GK 
ALPHA GK 

» A. See equation (1.35V. 
• B. See equation (1.35). 

' See equation (1.37). It aust be in 
di 0 « ' < TT/2 

q 
radians. 0 

). 
TT/2. 
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60 
61 

BETA GK I 
GAMMA. GK 

• ft . See conments for NKT « 59. Os= P>'S?TT/2. 
» r'. See comments for HRT » 59. Do not de¬ 

fine for axlally symmetric electric 
field gradient. 0«s ̂ '^ Tt/2. 

All these parameters may not be used for tbe 

cases in tbe absence of tbe electric field 

gradient or for 1/2 -*• 1/2 transitions. 

III. GMFPC and GMFPIC 

1. File modifications: 

None, except 0UTPUT being modified in a self-explanatory 

way. 

2. Restrictions: 

a) IFH0W(l) should not be specified 

b) parameters PS, TA, FWHtfSshould not be used* 

3. Ken parameters: 

See equation (1.44) and following comments. These parameters 

are the same for both sites. 

NET jjfUJTPUT S 

8 

9 

! 10 i 
1 12 I 
13 

24 i 

Name 

DC-i) 

Q(-2) 

Q(+2) 

Q(0) 

Coooents 

«20' 

IV. UPL0T 

1. 

(all versions) 

Language t 

F0RTBAN IT 

2. Recommended Compiler: 

CDC FTN, ffPT m 2 
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3. External F i les : 
TAFE1 « INPUT, TAPB2 m 0UTPUT, TAPE88 (created by fitting 
programme) 

3 . 1 . 0UTPUT: 
0UTPUT Is self-explanatory 

3 .2 . INPUT: 
INPUT contains one card [F#H1UT(30A1)D with the P10T TITLE. 

4. General comments: 
Programme is designed to plot speotrua with a linear velo¬ 
city scale having usually VBGN<0. The velocity span nay 
range from about 1 mas' till 1 as* . Some smoothing sub¬ 
routine is provided to Improve the theoretical spectrum. 
For runs with experimental data a differential plot (see 
figure 6) Is provided. 

V. Central processor time 

The central processor time for MPL0T execution never exce¬ 
eds 20 3(all times given for Eraków-Cyfronet CDC Installation). 
For fitting programmes this time strongly depends upon the 
problem. A simple simulation with GMFP programme never exceeds 
15 s even for the highest spins and use of the transmission 
integral. GMFPI simulations may need 200-300 s for a dense 
grid of angles. Any well defined fitting problem (with GMFP) 
should be completed within TlOOO limit and only under the ex¬ 
traordinary conditions may extend to T2000. 



APPENDIX II 

Sone Experimental Details 

A. Sample preparation. 

The sample preparation procedure as concerned with the 
nickel based alloys Wljlfc^B^Sn (B - Cr, Ti, V) has been de-
sorlbed in the paper by Campbell and Staler /120/ . 

Namely, the stoichloaetrlc amounts of nigh purity consti¬ 
tuent elements were mixed and Belted under an arcon atmosphe¬ 
re in an lnduotlon furnaoe. The Molten suiterial was quenched 
to room temperature and the resulting Ingot* were subsequently 
broken Into several large pieces. The latter were annealed for 
19 days (sons other annealing times were also tried) in eva¬ 
cuated quarts ampoules at 700°C. The bulk polycrystalllne ma¬ 
terial was used for the susceptibility measurements. For other 
investigations the samples were pondered to a medium grain-
s i ze . For the X-ray diffraction analysis the ponder of the 325 
mesh was prepared and reannealed a further 24 days in order to 
remove the cold work induced strain ( in the case of the Tl al¬ 
loys i t was necessary to prolong this annealing to a whole 
month). Samples of different composition were annealed to¬ 
gether in the same furnace for the same period of time to 
ensure the identical heat treatment. For the Tl al loys, sam¬ 
ples of each composition have been made at least twloe to test 
the consistency of the sample preparation. The Mb. and V con¬ 
centrations of samples in the T series were checked by the neu¬ 
tron activation aethod /120/ . In al l oases, the nominal com¬ 
position was obtained within the precision of the analysis 
(about 8$). 

The preparation of the P d ^ V j ^ S n alloys Is described in 
the paper by Birohall at e l . / l22/« Samples were prepared by 
melting the elements together In an aro furnaoe in an argon 
atmosphere. The Ingots prodnoed were annealed for seven days 
at 8OO°C in sealed s i l i o a tubes under a low pressure of argon. 



For a Estaple with formal composition PdgVSn a prolonged an¬ 
nealing at 1OOO°C has been also applied. The pellets were 
powdered after annealing to minimise oxidation. 

B. Reoording of UBssbauer data* 

The spectra have been recorded on the Elaclnt Co. spectro-
oeter described previously by Birohall and Johnson /186/. The 
spectrometer was applied In the triangular Mode with or with¬ 
out automatic fold'^j. In the first ease 256 channels (with 
lO6-i capacity each) were employed to ster* the data, while 
in the remaining oa«e 512 ohanocla were M«d. The Telocity 
scale was calibrated usIng an lr«a fell (demagnetised) ab¬ 
sorber against a Co(Rh) source. The calibration (and even¬ 
tually folding) was performed with help of the CALFXT program¬ 
me (see Appendix I). Ca SnO3 sooroes were nsed and f rays 
were detected by the NaJ(Tl) scintillation counter baring a 
Fd oritical filter. The source was either kept at room tempe¬ 
rature (usually for high temperature speotra) or close to the 
liquid helium temperature. The source llnewldth and back¬ 
ground corrected recollless fraotion were obtained from the 
spectra of CaSnO- absorbers. The same speotra were eventually 
employed to define zero at the velocity scale. The linewidth 
and recollless fraction (the latter being background and tem¬ 
perature dependent) were slightly dependent upon the parti¬ 
cular source used. Some typical values may be quoted as 
T • 0.38 unas** and f « 0.37 at low temperature and f » 0.32 
at room temperature /I/. Usually, the sources of higher aotl-
vity had somewhat bigger linewidth due to the spurious hyper-
fine interactions and resonant self-absorption /38/. Flat and 
homogeneous powder absorbers were prepared with the tAlokness 
of about 10 mg/cm2 of tin (natural tin contains about 8.6% 
of Sn). All speotra were fitted using a full transmission 
integral approach and the departure of baseline from flatness 
was usually taken Into account. The absorber llnewldths 
obtained in the paraaagnetio region were usually employed as 
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fixed parameters below the transition point /I, 122/. No re¬ 
laxation phenomena were found (see seotlon 1.6). No qaadropole 
interaction* were deteoted in any spectra except for the 
highest temperature IH^UnSn spectra* (in the magnetic region), 
where It was barely deteotable and was almost ooaxlal with the 
effootire field. Tor this reason, the llnewldth from the pa-
raaagnetle region was not used as a fixed parameter for the 
low temperatur* spectra ef this sample bat it has been esti¬ 
mated independently /I/, 'the m2lmiSn sample was found te be 
slightly magnetised wltala the abserber plane and this effect 
inoreased with deereaslag temperatare lm a repreduolble way. 
This offeot mas taken lmte aeoeumt la the detailed analysis 
of the speetra frem this sample* fe avoid this problem many 
absorbers (espeolally for magmetloally ooneentrated material) 
were prepared by mixing the sample with the inert material 
like A12O3. 

C. Ifesaltorlng of the sample temperaturę* 
For temperatures above approximately 80 K the gas flow 

cryoatat was used with the appropriate temperature controller. 
The MBS (National Bureau of Standards) oallbrated Pt sensor 
was used and the temperature soale was additionally monitored 
by the gold-iron doped thermocouple baring the reference point 
In the distilled ice-water (the thermocouple was NBS calibra¬ 
ted). For low temperatures the Janla Co. cryostat was used and 
the sample was enclosed in the central tube either under 
vacuum or in the exchange Be statio gas* The temperature was 
controlled by the Janis Co* temperature oontroller and moni¬ 
tored either by the Pt sensor (higher temperature) or oarbon 
resistor* The latter has been oallbrated by the helium vapour 
pressure and the resulting points have been interpolated by 
the ohl squared method and use of the following experimental¬ 
ly established approximation 

lnfi + X/lnR - k + B/T (AIX.1) 
where B stands for the resistivity (usually measured with 
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a high precision), T for teaperature and A, B, K are adjust¬ 
able parameters (the interpolating programme is available 
upon request). Note, that for sufficiently low' temperature the 
carbon resistor is an extrenely sensitive themoneter as the 
following relationship Is approximately satisfied 

dB/dt - -Bf"2 eB^* with B =» 0. (All.2) 

However, for too low temperature ( ml region) •oasureaents 
are diffioult to perfora due to the fact that carbon behaves 
like an Insulator. 

The gub-hellua teaperatures were aonitored by the oarbon 
resistor and controlled keeping oonstant pressure In the 
liquid helium filled central tube of the oryostat. 
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APPENDIX III 

Some Details Concerned with tbe Evaluation of tbe Field 
Distribution Versus Teaperatnre 

The two models, MMFT and UCDU, are compared minimising tbe 
following quadratic form 

X2(Q,B,S) - b I dt [h(t, B , S ) -
o 

ho(t,S,Q)] (AIII.1) 

where 

b - {. 

and 

dt hA (t, B, S)] 

621/2) a - (i + k O / ( i 

with 

Cm Q/(l - Q) and k - 5. 

(AIII.2) 

(AHI.3) 

(AIII.4) 

The spin value S la kept constant, while the parameter Q is 
calculated as the function of the parameter B demanding 
<>X/dQ a o« The value of X at minimum is the measure of the 
remaining discrepancy between two models. It was found to be -
of the order of 1% for B ^ 0.9 and even for B approaching one 
was only of the order of Sfi. For small B values JT was very 
small (about lo"4). 

The resulting function Q • f(B, S) has been Interpolated 
by the chi squared method and use of the following approxi¬ 
mation « 

o 
9 + H ! »« B 2^ J + 1 ) (AIII.5) 

J-i J 

with 

J-i 
(AIII.6) 



where a, stand for the adjustable coefficients. It has been 

found, that starting wito 21 different Q rallies calculated 

from the equation (AHI.i) with the aoouraoy of about 1% it 

was necessary to ose NQ • 10 in order to obtain chi squared 

per degree of freedoa less than one. The final function 

Q » f(B, S) is accurate to within 5% for snail B and for B 

approaching one, the error is still less than 10?*. The func¬ 

tion is not very sensitive to the spin value and can be used 

for other spins than 5/2 to within a 10% acouracy (see figure 

16). 

The dynamic moment llj(t) is oaloulated as follows 

« 1 

uf(t) -\dtg(r)[sign(r)h(t,SflTltB-0)-ho(t,S,Q)] (AIH.T) 

to account for the possible antlferronagnetlc component 

(r < 0). It should be noted that Uj(t) does not contain free 

parameters In the fitting of the equation (3.26) to the ex¬ 

perimental data. Therefore, the second moment IC(t) has bean 

calculated over 100 points (different t values) within an ac¬ 

curacy of about 0.3% and interpolated by the ohi squared 

method and use of the function 

where <* , ̂  and f stand for the adjustable parameters. The 
resulting maximum deviations are of the order of 10% of the 
maximum value for large and small values of t, but for inter¬ 
mediate values the deviation is about OS. 

It should be mentioned that In the UBual magnetic hyperfine 
field measurements, with no applied external field, the signs 
of neither the local, nor the global magnetisation are measu¬ 
red. This will introduce significant errors In the variable 
parameters of the model for large Q where there is a signi¬ 
ficant antlferroaagnetio component. However, the model oaa 1M 
used with some confidenoe, It to* Inequality 

11*6 



is satisfied (the oase of Heuslers). In such cases systematic 
parameter errors should not exceed approximately 16£ and trill 
be largely absorbed in ( SJJ) and to a lesser extent in ^2 

and <H>0. 
All Fortran IV routines dealing with the probleas outlined 

above are available upon request. 
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